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I    INTRODUCTION 

The   ,aa:n and   most   obvious   „roble:«,   of   servicing  and  maintaining 

agricultural   machinery   at   the   present   tine   in   the   countries   :> f  (>frica, 

Asia  and   Latin   .„-rica   are   the    ¡irect   result   of   their   social   and 

economic   infrastructure.     Vhe«e   hus¡,-.11-   inte-.-.i      • -> " --'i.-    inte- ail   ..roo.eir.n    ¡re   further 

aggravated    by   the   r«orrunni.: • 1    so"it ion   „f   f. .-•- f'      ' ;u. mon   oi    t.ne.ne   umipt nu..;   m   r-lut inn 

to  those   where   the   bulk   of  a,-ri cri turai   ,, ir],ì n, rv   L,    •,-,,:'u-t o ,-ed . 

Agriculture,   -ven   in   tìn-se  countries   «..,-,.   lt   was   „t-ln,  uv 

developed   by   :--:ro;,euns,    ¡s   extre-.e];.    fri.-.en'.ed .       h,   -   ,,,   ,.-..:„   f.,,. 

majority   of   the   population   .3   en  used   in   ,,,,.,,.,,„   wIt,    .„„..   ,e:u;ant 

proprietors   p,,.lllcl„:    a   .nde   P:i , «   ..,-   .,„   .;,teiiCl.    ,.„,   „.^   crm^      ^ 

its   verv   nature   f h, u   type   of   prod^tir,,   ,.,,,.,    -,i:.i,r,,1....1V(. 

mechanisation  so-inily  and   tecnnic11 : -   h muht. 

here   Lar, e   scale   carh-c rosp,:       ,,   ;,,„„,,    ,t    ,,   rHltively 

easy  to   set   „,-.   , u . ,.v.iri Le,,,u.,,   ,^v,,!M,,t , „n  „   ,.r,;M ,„,    ^   „^ 

own  full-tin,«   tea-    ,C   traine,,   ,,..,u„rr   ,„.,   ,„,.;;h(),   ,.ft:„ir   .!(trvi{;BSg 

There   is   also   !n„:ua,l   .jus ti f icu tion   h,r   setti-,.-   „;    a   corso-ehens ive 

spp.re   parts   service.      In  develop,,     countries   this   type   of 

organisation   is  ulnmt   ^possible   -   at   least   not   without 

measure   of   pov»rn::ent   in </ol venen t. 

In   nost   the   centres   of  a.-ricui tu ral   .production  are   videly 

scattered   with  a   very   low  concentration  of   machi 

This  means   that   servicing  - wv ere  commer   :    ' 

(and   this   „eans   the   uajority  at   the   nienti   -   is   carneo   out   wo*  one 

or  two   main   centres   in   each  country.      The   distances   i 

service   call,   inevitably   r-ean   hi.;;*   co.tr   -   often   so   ni,:h   that   the 

farmers   cannot  afford   them,     ".achinery   frequently   stan.'s:   idle   for want 

of repair. 

a considerable 

.nea   in   ar.y  riven  area. 

îI-» rr.s   a r»   '< r.vol,v»'i 

"ieo   out    irr 

n vi ¡ ven    i n 



Because of the distance of most of the countries from the world 

centres of production, the machinery and its attendant spare parts is 

relatively expensive.  The delay in obtaining parta - 2 to 3 months 

for the sea journey from Europe is typical - means that slow moving 

apares have to be stock-piled and this adds further to the cost of 

maintaining equipment. 

The real roots of the problem however, which must be changed in 

the long run if any improvement is to be made, lie in the developing 

oountries themselves. 

Most important is the generally low standard of operation and 

day to day maintenance of machinery.  Apart from the extra hazards of 

climate and soil type, the machinery is treated unsympathetically by 

operators who too often lack even the basic knowledge of how a 

machine should be used. 

The generally lo« standard of education means that any training 

programme has to start right from very basic principles. Training is 

therefore a slow and expenbive process. 

The problem is made worse by Mie low social standing with which 

anyone engaged in agriculture is regarded (this, of course, is an 

attitude common all over the world).  Consequently, there is a 

tendency, once a man has received any sort of technical training, for 

him to seek employment in some Held unconnected with agriculture 

which is better paid and which has a higher social status. 

Because of the low standard of both general and technical 

education there is inevitably an extreme shortage of good service 

mechanics.  This is a worldwide problem in the agricultural field. 

Many of the problems of efficient mechanisation stem from a lack 

of appreciation by Euro-American manufacturers of the problems of ths 

farmer in developing countries.  This is a wider and much more 

fundamental problem outside the scope of this report, but it does 

mean that much quite unsuitable machinery is exported to developing 

oountries. 



This particular obstacle can only be overcome, according to the 

majority of experts involved in extension work in developing countries, 

by setting up »achinar, testing and product education centres in the 

territories „nere the machinery ia to be used (this subject ia more 

fully developed later m this report). 

Another problem e,npha3i8ed by the manufacturers, overseas 

development officers and service engineers interviewed during the 

preparation of this report, is the irresponsibility of the way in 

which some manufacturera sell machinery in developing countries. 

Too often a batch of machines - which may be completely 

unsuitable for the territory - are sold to a government official or 

to a new »dealer» with absolutely no product education.  Aim of the 

salesman is to sell as (i*ny machines as posible m a short time.  He 

is not bothered whether the dealer know* anything about the machinery 

or whether the spares are available to back up hi« sales. 

Machines are often sold over a wide area w-]] out of reach of 

any repair or apares service and consequently it ia not Ion« before 

the machinery is lying  rusting for the want of a few pounds spent on 

repairs. 

The more responsible manufacturers (some examples are given later) 

take the trouble to ensure that an area is covered by a service depot 

before extending their sales into a territory. Thia would appear 

however, to be a factor which governments could control themselves to 

a muoh greater extent than at present. 

Indeed, it seems inevitable that there will have to be a great 

deal more government intervention in and direction of agricultural 

mechanisation schemes if this fundamental obstacle to agricultural 

development is to be overcome. 

»For the commercial companies operating in developing countries 

it is a proble-u of »hat to do first," an FAO far* machinery expert 

working in East Africa told me. 



»Do they establish parts and serTice depots before the 

machinery density is sufficient to make it eoonomio or do they 

»•rely provide a standard of service which is economically 

justifiable?" 

»I do not believe we can expect the farm machinery trade to 

provide a very high standard of service in remote areas of developing 

countries in the initial stages.  It is therefore essential that we 

concentrate on racing the calibre of the farm machinery operators so 

that they can do more of their own maintenance and repair work. 

Right now we find the standard of maintenance is appalling." 

It is of course dangerous to generalise when discussing this 

subject,  .hen examining the problem of machinery operation in 

«developing countries" we are talking about countries in four 

continents which make up the bulk .f the land .as, of the world's 

surface.  They are spread through almost every climatic zone and 

communications involve the use of practically every language spoken 

in the world. 

The graphical types of the countries we are concerne, with 

vary from hot and wet, low-lying equatorial forest regions to the 

seasonally arid areas on either side of the subtropical desert belts. 

They vary fro, densely populated areas to sparsely inhabited desert 

margins. 

Agricultural patterns too, vary from European style mixed 

husbandry to extensive nomadic grazing - often in the same country. 

To avoid the pitfalls of generalisation this report is set out 

to focus on specific ouations in particular areas to show the main 

proble-s involved >n agricultural mechanisation and the way in which 

they are being tackled. 



SOB« attempt is than made to draw conclusion« fro« this exp^rienoe 

*nd to concentrate the knowledge of everts in their particular field« 

onto these conclusione in order to give some indications of .hat can be 

done to solve the basic inadequacies of present approaches to 

agricultural mechanisation in these countries. 

The following section of the report is aimed to give some idea of 

the difficulties involved in machinery operation in two situations 

typical of many developing countries: moderately extensive apiculture 

in Africa with the use of relatively sophisticated equipment and much 

more intensive peasant farming in Asia where only the simplest 

machinery is being used. 

This is then followed up by a report of an attempt at a 

comprehensive mechanisation scheme in a developing country. 

à 
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TT   »Puy.  rwraATOR'S   PROBLEM 

Cai,  study 1     - the   problema of maohlne   operation and  ..rvice 

In Uganda;- 

The main  problems of   operating, servicing   and  maintaining 

•achinery already  outlined   in the introduction   of this report 

are shown in   miorocas-n  |.,y    i   r.tad.v   o J   eighteen 

traetor owners carried out   for the Special Development Section of 

the Uganda Ministry   of Agrioulture in  1966/6?. 

The majority  of these  farmers, situated   in the Weit Aoholi 

region of Uganda,   complained of  extreme   difficulties  in getting spare. 

for their machines   and in  setting them   serviced,    k delay of  two or 

three   months,  they   said,   was not uncommon before the work could be 

oarried out. 

Three   factors   w/ere   mainly responsible for  this  state of affairs:- 

tke  supply  of agrioultural machinery and  its   servicing was  only a 

sideline of   the three firms who  handled   machinery in the area} only 

on. of these firms employed mechanics who were anything like skilled 

and lastly - and the possible reason for the first two factors - the 

farmers concerned   did not  pay for the   service  within anything like  a 

reasonable   time« 

The three dealers  are situated in   the local town of Gulu.    Of  th. 

three only   one employs  mechanics and,   the report stated, these were 

far  from proficient.    It   was fairly obvious   that in the case of all 

three dealers - all agents for  well known makes of machinery - farm 

»achinery  wa. regarded   as a sideline  to their main automobile business, 

The dealers   only kept fast  moving   spares   such as fan belts» oil 

filtere and   electrical   parts  in stock  and the  problem of keeping 

»achinery   moving   «as further exacerbated by   the fact that  major parts 

had   tobe   obtained  from   Kampala 200 miles away.    Prices for  spares   50 

te   60 per   cent above those in Kampala  were   commonly charged. 
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Th#   faraer«  m thi« group «tra  operating tractors in the 25 to 

45   her.«   p.,„ «rr.up and  cultivating on avrage a   total   of about  250 

aera, a year.    B.a.w.   of offa unskilled operation and   the conditions 

•f   th. ar.a, th.   total   cost  of   epare   parta   and service amounted   to 

C200 par   annua.     Total   rintanane, costs per  acre   worked   out to   lés - 

aor.  than   38 per  cent  of  the   total running  coat. 

Running coat» «ere   generally high with   often   excessive fuel 

chargea  adding  to  th. already   heavy  cost of   aparea   and  service.     An 

iaportant   cause   of both   these   high coats, apart from the   actual   cost 

of   «arrie«   and  apares,   .a» a  generally i0,  standard   of tractor 

operation. 

Exo.saiv* fuel costs, according  to the   report,   »ere   oua to 

inefficient  engine maintenance,   mis-suttmg  and maladjustment of 

iapleaents   - which «re   often   used  in   the wrong conditions   - fuel 

loe..* and   engine  damage   caused   by bad  fuel   storage   and  inefficient 

refuelling  aethods and  .aste of  man and tractor tine by bad  planning 

of traotor   operation. 

I.rerthelese,  however auob  the machinery ..a mishandled the 

farm.rs aere paying much  «ore   for their spares and   sarrios   than  their 

äquivalent   in developed   oountries. 

To demonstrate the  difficulties  of the   farmer   it is worth 

quoting this section of  the report in   fulls 

«The   farmer  haa two   courses  open   to hi. ^hen  he needs spare«/ - 

•ith.r he  deal, direct with th«   «.in dealers   in Kampala or  thresh the 

thre«  dealers in Gulu. 

"If the farmer deals   directly with Kampala, he   does  so  either by 

post,   in which ease the  spare will probably be  put   on a public 

transport  bus to Gulu (it   .ill   then take between one   and  two week,   to 

reach   th.  farmer prorided   it is   already in stock in   Kampala), or  tha 

farmer can   journey down to  Kaapala to   pick up   the spare himself. 
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•The latter oour.e  i« only used  if th. spare ia  very urgently 

needed.    If be purchases   a spar,  from  Kampala direct  he can expect  a 

discount of  between   10 and 20 p.r eent   - add.d   te this of cours« i. 

th«  cost of  transporting   the part up  to Culu. 

-Thus  a  spar,   with   a   retail   price   of lOQa  .111,   with  diaoount, 

oo-t approximately   85e and amount to  a  total   of 95s   with the added 

transport charge by  the   time it   reaches the farmer. 

»If th-   farmer  deals  .ith   his local dealer in  Gulu and   the dealer 

has  no spares in otook he will   telephone the   main dealer in Kampala 

and   order the spare  on behalf of  th.   farmer.     The  part is  then usually 

picked up by one  of  the   dealer's  own   lorries  and transported to Culu. 

"The  local dealer  will obtain the  spare   in Kampala with usually 

30 per cent  dealers discount -   this  is added   on to   the spare to cover 

transport costs -   and then the   dealer   in Gulu will   add a further 

margin of 20 per  cent." 

The spare with a normal retail  price of   100s   is  therefore 

purchased   in Kampala for   70s and  sold   to the   farmer   for 120a - 50s 

above the dealer's   price   in Kampala  and 25s  more than the   faner  could 

have obtained it   for himself in  Kampala. 

The report makes   it  clear   that   one of the main  reasons for th. 

high prices charged  for   spares   is that the dealers   tend  to be covering 

themselves  against   the   endless   credit  that  they are   'orced  to grant to 

their customers.      It is   emphasised  that it  is not   became  they do  not 

have the money that the   farmers do not pay their bills,  most of  those 

questioned  hid adequate   funds   available to  pay their service bills. 

«The   majority are   extremely loath to part with this  cash and 

almost every tractor owmer visited   had large   outstanding bills for 

repairs and parts   for   his machines,"   the report states. 

«It   ii often   only   when legal action is   threatened or  a 

representative of  the   fin supplying the service  visits  the farmer and 

laye down the law  that   the farmer will pay." 
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Ap«rt from th.  general  misuse  of tractors which merely 

Ooaplioatee   th. service and   apares   aupply problem, the   aain  root of 

th. problem  see*»  to   be general  lack of   confidence between the   farmer, 

and  the  machinery dealers.     The  farmers   are convinced   that  they are 

being  over-charged   for the   service   and   the dealers are   offhand   about 

a.rvioing machinery  and charge high rate«   to cover their  bad   debts. 

Two solutions   to the  problem   are suggested   in the   report:   either 

the commercial   concerns at   present   responsible  for maintaining 

machinery in   the area are helped   and persuaded   to provide a  more 

effective and   efficient servios or   mechanics and   workshop facilities 

•hould   be provided  by a government   agency. 

The  main   objection to  a  government   operated   service  is  that the 

farmers   would   then be at the   mercy   of changes in  government  policy. 

It is  suggested  however, that  this   would   work if   the farmers   were 

given a  written,  medium-term  agreement to   say that the   service   would 

be provided  for  four   or five  years   at least. 

The  agreement  would have  to  be   stringent in   its  terms,  the  report 

••pha.iaee.     Times and  rates   for  workshop   facilities,   procedure   for 

overhauling machines   and so  forth  would  have to  be stipulated   but at 

the same  time   leaving soie room within the agreement for  the   farmers 

and the  government administrator concerned  to acoomaodat • reasonable 

Tarlati on s. 

Probably   the most workable proposition was  that the   farmer, should 

get together with th.  dealer, and   propose   that one agent   should   be set 

up as a   specialised  Agricultural machinery agent.     He should act for 

several   of the   main machinery manufacturers instead of only one,  sino, 

there is   insufficient   business to  justify a full  dealership for  any 

one company.     It was  also suggested   that  the agent would   be better able 

to oarry  the £400 to £800 worth of   spare,  needed   in «took  at any on. 

time by more favourable dealing terms with  hi. «.in agent   in Kampala. 

To  gain the confidence of the   far.*rs  he aust charge  a reali.tio 

but not   excessive prio. for his service« and «ateriala. 
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On the farmers «id« it was suggested  a cooperative   should  be 

foraed «o  that   if one   farmer  defaults on payment   the a*ent .ould  be 

able to   get his   payment   fro«   the society.     To justify the   improved 

type of   service   that   this ne*   etyle   local   a«ent would be   providing, 

th. «roup   of farmers   muat guarantee    to buy  «11  their apares fro« hi«. 

The   *ost  difficult   suggestion   to implement   in   the   report  -as that 

this agent should «ploy trained mechanics   - and   in sufficient   number 

to  allow   a regular service visit to   tractor owners.    As   is Bade   clear 

in other   parts   of this   report,   this   is the   crucial   probi•. 

A   further   suggestion triade  in  the report .as   that  the central 

dealers   in Kampala should use  a travelling   mechanic »ho   has a   fully 

• quipped   service  van  and a  supply  of   the  main aparea.     Quarterly 

visits,   with the  farmers contributing towards hotel expenses  and 

•ileage   - possibly by   a  percentage   on the   cost  of  the  service   - «ould 

then keep machinery  .n  a much  better  state  of reblar  repair. 

in   important factor fro« the  dealer's   point   of view  - and   probably 

the main  reason  why   it   .ould   not wor^is   that the  mechanic would have 

to assure himself that  he was  going  to be   paid   for any   work carried   out. 

An additional drawback would be the paper work involved and the 

difficulty of convincing far.er» that further faults found during an 

overhaul need   doing  and getting hi- to accept the  increased  bill. 

another  possible   answer  to the  proble. suggested   was a combination 

of several of   the main features of   those   already  suggested -  a joint 

workehop set  up by  the dealers and   the responsible government 

department.     Main advantage   would   be that  there   would   be a bigger pool 

of skilled labour between the private concerns  and the   government 

department.which is   already  operating a  tractor  hire  serrice. 
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Case   study 2 

Operator traininff and maintenance in Asia -  amali farm 

mechanisation in Taiwan.   Republic of  Chinai 

The  previous   case  study of   tractor  operators in  East  Africa 

demonstrated  problems typical   of  an area where  machines are   widespread 

over   a  large area   and the   farm   unita   relatively Hr«e.    Very   different 

problems  are  found   in areas where  the   population is   relatively dense 

and    land   is   scarce. 

This   situation  is typical   of many   parts   of Asia   and a   study   of 

machine operation   by smallholders  in Taiwan,   Republic   of China,   by 

the   Chinese   American Joint   Commission   on Rural   Reconstruction 

emph   sised   many of   its special   problems. 

In this   area   the land   is divided    into many small   plots   with   a 

farm   family   dependent on   an average area  of only 1.2   hectares   for 

their   livelihood.      The efficient   working  of  this area   ia  further 

complicated    by the   holdings  being  divi led up   into from i, to    12  plots. 

Lar^e   scale  mechanisation   is   not   .-raised   for   theae  basic 

reasons if   not for   the more obvious reasons  of   lack  of  capital and 

inclination. 

It  is   not surprising   therefore,   that the   most wiasly used   machine 

is the  two   wheeled   walking   tractor; some  6,000  to 7,CK)u of   these 

machines are   in use   in the   area.      And,   despite   efforts   to start 

cooperatives   or contract  services,  85   per cent   of them are   privately 

owned . 

Introduced from America and   Japan   some fifteen years ago,   these 

tractors -   in the   2* to 10  hp class - are widely used   for paddy 

cultivation. 

The results of  the introduction of   this  machinery  has  been an 

increase in   the output of   cash crops and   a general all-round 

i-pr.vem.nt   in productivity.    This  oame   mainly   from the  reduction  in 

the number  of draught animals which not   only needed  land for   fodder 

growing but   also took up a   lot  of   the  farm family-, working   time. 
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ThiB   improvement   was not achieved  without  a considerable 

amount  of operator  training ana advisory   wonc. 

At first, farmers   purchasing  machines were  given individual 

instruction  on their own   farras  by  machinery experts   but as   the 

numbers grew this   became   increasingly   difficult.     As   the operating 

competence   of the   first    farmers   to  use   the machines    Rrew they were 

•noouraged   to act   as   instructora   to   train new   machine  owners. 

Unfortunately due   to the   reluctance  of   these   ' operator instructor» • 

to  work on   their  own initiative   the  señen» «as  not   particularly 

suooessful. 

The   third and   most   successful approach was  to   setup  «mechanised 

farming training  units'    with 15   to  30   members   in each village and 

tovnahip.     The leader  and deputy   leader are  elected    by the  group   and 

are   given   refresher  training courses   by experts.     The groups  meet 

once  a month with  a comprehensive  programme  of   lecturea, discussions 

and   demonstrations. 

This   type of   organisation  has been relatively   successful, 

according   to the   report,  and suits  this type   and   stage of basic 

mechanisation. 

As  in most  areas  where this   type   of training   and information 

dissemination is   attempted, a  serious  obstacle was   the shortage   of 

people to   do the   initial training.     This «as   overcome to a  certain 

extent by  giving  concentrated   and  specialised   training to groupa   of 

young workers on   the  government   experimental   stations.    They then 

aoted as   the peripatetic group   instructors. 

A problem which  has been  constantly impressed    on the   writer   by 

people concerned   with   mechanisation   in developing   countries  formed 

one  of  the more   significant comments   in this   report!  the   lack  of 

mechanical knowledge   of agricultural   administrators  and advisory 

workers.     Although usually soundly  grounded   in agricultural  science 

and   practice,  few  of   them «ere   able   to offer  any   effective  assistance 

with mechanisation problems. 
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la Tti.au thii »a* to a  Q.rtain extent net if ltd by giving tht 

•ajority of extension   workers concentrated   courses in basic farm 

««chine ry. 

The   report   emphasises   the importance   of laying the   aound 

technical and   educational groundwork bifore  embarking upon a 

•echanieation   policy.      Closely allied to   this »as   the  provision  of 

financial  aid   to  farmers,  local repair services  and a good fuel 

supply   system. 

The   service and   repair   network needed   to keep  the   power  tillers 

-orking   was provided   by combined action by  government and  private 

enterprise.    Blacksmiths and   motorcycle repair shops in   the centres 

and .arket places of   town and   villages were  adopted as   «power   tiller 

repair  shops'. 

These  selected workshops   were   persuaded   to  send one   or two   of 

their mechanics   to short-term  government organised   machine 

maintenance courses.     This  proved   to  be the   most   economical way  of 

establishing a  workable   repair service and   produced  good   results. 
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Can study        - On«  country* a answer to  the spare« and   service» 

probi««  - machin« stations   in Ghana 

Ghana can  b« described   as having moat of the agricultural 

problems typical of  developing countries.     More   than 60  par oent of 

the country's   7 million population  is engaged  in agriculture.     A wide 

range   of subsistence   and  cash crop» are   grown with 91)   P«r cent  of the 

hon«  food consumption being  grown   by individual   farmers. 

Aa   in many similar countries, the agricultural mechanisation 

problem has   been complicated  by  the wide   range   of machinery   imported 

into  the country from different  manufacturers  in different  parts of 

western and   eastern   Europe. 

In the   last five to ten years  some   5,000 prime movers and   ¿heir 

attendant ancilliary  equipment have been   imported.    Both wheel and 

tracklaying  machinée,  worth  some   £7 to  £8  million, from such   makers 

as Massey Ferguson,   Ford,   Zetor,   Caterpillar,   International   Harvester, 

Porsche,   David   Brown,  Deutz,   Eberhardt  and   Bratavo   are in 

use.     Understandably,  spares and   service   for such a polyglot   collection 

of equipment   is a big problem. 

The low   standard of general   education and   the general  lack of   the 

"•echanically minded" attitude commonplace in Europe  make the 

•uooeasful operation and   maintenance of   such equipment   a muoh greater 

problem than   they  would be   in »ore developed countries. 

Fortunately -   from a  maintenance and personnel training  point   of 

vie*   - olose   on 60   per cent of the tractors at  work in Ghana  are 

operated by  government machine stations   not unlike those used   in parts 

of Russia and  Eastern Europe. 

These  machines  are operated   from local depota baoked up  by 

regional workshops   and are  used   by the   Ministry of Agriculture, Stat« 

farma,   Volta  River  Authority Farms, Workers Brigade farms and hired   out 

to individual private farmers.     Although this   system does create 

considerable   problème as   far as  management of  individual agricultural 



«if   is concern.*,   it do., have   th. advantage   in the  d.v.lopment 

•ta««,  of creating   an organisation more   suitable for   training 

potential operators   and   rnechan.es   and   of  ensuring that   the  bulk of 

th.   country's   farm   machinery :«   kept  in   running  order. 

The government    far«   mechanisation   project    is directed   fro. a 

h.ad   office   in Accra   .here   th.  ce ,t»l   sPare   part, depot i.   al,o 

situated.    There are   55 mechanisation dietricts   covering the   main 

agricultural   production areaa of   the country and   !ar«e   central 

workshop« civering   th. northern,   central,   aouthern and   eaatern part. 

of the  country. 

The «echanisation projects  as  .ell   as the   workshops are   under 

the direct  supmiaion of   the regional  offices   which   in  turn   are 

controlled  from Accra. 

The local  «achine nations,   which normally   run a   tea« of   between 

20 and   70 tractors  and attendant   landclearing,   cultivation and   planting 

•quipment, are  suPerviaed   by a government   officer.    These local depot. 

have   3iffiple  sheds for  the   machinery with  adjacent workshops,   office. 

and fuel storage. 

The tractors and   equipment are distributed   for »ork according  to 

th. need, of  local  fanner,   and charges are .ade   either  on an  hourly  or 

*r.a  worked  basis.     To facilitate   the book keeping and   accounting side 

of the   operation the   tractor drivers keep   log books for  th. running 

dstails  of the   tractor.    These are  also  obviously used   in running th. 

machine  maintenance   and service side of the operation. 

Total charges for work  done  on any particular farm ar. .ork.d out 

at  the   end of  the month and   payant   is made by  the farmer -hen   th. 

work is   completed or,   alternatively,  he  pays after harvest when  th. 

money  is available. 

Simple repair work is   carried   out at   these   local machine 

station..    A staff of   2 to  5  msohanice ar.  employed full  time   to do 

the si.pl. repair, and   maintenance  needed   to keep  th. machine,   running 
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The equipment  needed   to carry out this type of work - greasers, 

vulcanizers  and Bimple forges - are operated   in  these   workshops. 

Seasonal naintenance  and   such jobs  as angine  overhaul  which   demand 

more   specialised equipment,   is done at   the  central «orkshops .     A 

comprehensive   ran*e   of equipment   is installed   and they  also   provide  a 

mobile   van service   for the   more  complicated  running repairs. 

Detailed recordé are kept of repairs and service and these are 

entered on the records of individual machines. This information is 

oollected from monthly summaries   of mechanic a   job cards. 

Improving the   standard   of machine  operation and   maintenanoe  is 

tackled by  training   in two  ways:    practical training courses    for 

farmers and   operators and   more detailed   faotory and college   training 

Of mechanics. 

Farmers   and  other young men   from the villages who are   likely  to 

be operating   tractors and   other   machinery are   given operation and 

•iaple  maintenance   trnining with   practical teats and   examinations 

followed up   by refresher   courses.    The   mechanics get   their   basio 

training in   the mf> jhine  station   workshops. 

The daily co-operation of  teachers   and   instructors in   solving 

constant practical   problema is  considered  to   be the most valuable 

••thod  of training   personnel. 

More  Intense   theoretical and   practical   training   is however,  not 

neglected.      Particularly   promising mechanics   are sent   on special 

training courses  overseas   for six months or  so and also on   two to  four 

•ontfa courses at   local training   establishments. 

The management   staff  are trained   in the   norial  way through 

university,   college  and   overseas   training courses. 

Needleae to   say training people for all   types of  Jobs   is not   easy 

given the  basio problems   of education  the shortage of teachers and 

general basic educational   problems typical of  developing countries. 

The problem,  has been  sucoinotly stated   by a Ghana University 

agricultural  engineering   lecturers 



••A«ri„ultur.l .nd t.ohnioal  .auction 1. not only . ,u..tlon of 

*rt  p.Hoo   e.•.,  „„.   to   ,.„   y.artrainlng  aohoola   orof   oTers(>ai 

tx.lning, but   « i. ,lM a   lo„K.t„. prooes$ ln  >h.oh  baokeroumi 

information  and knowl,dge   is   bui    *   Up." 

"Daily work »Uh agricultural   and technical   staff,   aa.ell  as 

with farmers,    i. the   ao,t  efficient  training method.» 

A  lack  of   ...path, fron,  .anufacturere  and   others   in Kuro-Aaerican 

countries .itn   the basic problem   of developing   countriea ^ ^ ^ 

-Probi...    that aria, from  too   many different   conditlon8 of   fafm 

«ohanisation   between  the countr.es  fro. which  the machinery  is 

exported   and   the country that   is   importing  8nould   be consldered„ > 

believes  this   same expert. 

»In  the  developing countries   the tractor drivers  have not   been 

brought  up.ith  mechanical  toy.f   blcyclfl8f   motor   cyciea   orcara  ^ 

consequently do  not  have the   right   mechanical background. 

»Their first contact with .achine» is   probably .hen  they  con* 

onto a  training  course.    This   apecial «ituation,   combined  .ith 

difficult   .oil.   vegetation and  oliate conditions   should   be considered 

by the designers  „f the  far»  machinery and   by the   teachers and 

instructers .ho   are to  traiu   fernem, drivers    fit*.,. ox«, urivers,  litters  ana supervisors." 

Although  th.tjrp.   of ..chaniaatio» d.t.il.d   .„„„  M,.tll   „, 

««.bl.   for th.  «,17 .t.g„   of a.».lop..nt „,   lm „ndoubt,dly  aB near 

ia..i.. p„,.lbl. u buildlng up , 8oMd 3truoturo of tMiHj ^^ 

•Ithi» .  c„„„try, i, i. mt regird.d   „ the   best   lonstern iwroMh to 

farm mechanisation. 

"Ih.  running .„d  Mn.8.„.nt of   far. „„„.,,..„„ pr0.#il>   ^ 

huge organisations or under mini«+ri.. <„ unaer ministries ia usually  unprofitable,"   say« 

the expert  already quoted. 

"It   i- very  difficult and   „early impossible  to  control the 

• fficienov of each tractor, workshop  or regional agricultural offic. 

fro« the distance of tens and   hundrede of mile.. 
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"Moreover,  the most   important factors  in farming are oost  of 

production and   the  return  per acre.    These  factors  are  controlled  by 

the  farmers  themselves   in   the  easiest  and   most economical »ay. 

Therefore  the  farmers -  either  individually or cooperatively  -   should 

be encouraged   to  carry on  the   mechanisation  themselves. 

"Farmers  should  be  encouraged  through   financial  aid  and  «tension 

service  to  hire  or  buy their  own tractors  and  implements.     Only very 

expensive  tractors  and  machinery,   such as  crawlers   for  land  clearing 

should  be  operated   by government departments or  other central 

organisations. 

"The  traotors and equipment should be tested  under the  specific 

agricultural  conditions  of the country they are  being imported   into. 

It  is  also very desirable  to  reduce  the  types of   imported  tractors 

and  machines  because  this   complioates  and  makes  more  costly  the 

training of  manpower,  the   maintenance  and   the »upply of  spare   parts." 

Ghana has already  found   to  its  cost   that  this  is  an expensive 

way of doing  the  job.    Their attitude   is  now changing  towards  a 

combination  of  the  services  of  the commercial firms with the   operation of 

farmer's  oooperatives and   the  government  machine   stations. 

Fast moving  spare  parts,   as well as   fuels and   lubricants,   it  is 

reoommended,   should  be   stored  at the  machine stations,   cooperatives 

and  larger farms with simple repairs carried out   in the field. 

Most important,  it   is believed,   commercial   concerns must be 

encouraged  to set up depots  for repairs and service as well as the 

sale of fuels,  lubricants and  spare parts to farmers. 
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The experience  of an  East   African   n«•^. 
manager 

The  practical   problem of  servicing aachxnery under  conditions 

typical   of  the, of  .any  developing  countries  were   forcef-lly 8pelt 

out  to   the   writer  by   the   .anacer   of  a   large  .„Cultural   machinery 

business   in  Nairobi. 

His   job   i, complicated   and   at   time«  „<,.   aUoat   iBpo88ibla  by 

bad co^unicationa  -  both   ^th his  sources of  supply and   his 

custossrs   -   oy  the weather,   by   the   i.ck  of  trainfld  Bechanic8  .„,   fey 

the  low   standard  of  -ohinsrv operation and   mechanical   know-how  of 

the facers   themselves.     Â   furtner   imporUnt   prob]em  ig   ^   ^^.^ 

of obtaining   payant   for   the  aervaces   prüvided   bj hlg  coaptiny. 

He   handles  .ainly  Brxtish manufactured   e4uiPmÄnt  and   his   source  of 

-upply  of   part,   i8   therefore   3   to   4  aonths away  by  sea.     This   .eans 

that he   has   to  carry  a  auch   larger  stock  of  ,art„   than  hx,   Kur0pMn 

äquivalent;   sxnee he   la  foresi   to   carry a   lot   of   slo.-.ovin*  aparea   he 

»ust carry a   „uch  larger   -dead-   „tock   than  he   wou.d   ir  ne   was   close   to 

the factory  .here spares  are  produced.     He  therefore  „..   to  charge 

»ore for   Part8   to cover  the   interest  on  this   idle  money. 

Service   calls can   be   fro.  150   to  up   to 800  .ilea  over   inadequate 

road, which,   i„  the  rainy   „..„on.   can  cften b.   lmpa9aable.     Typicai 

0.11s which  he   quotes  ares-  Kitale,   250 axie«   to  the north   west  of 

fcirobi,   MoMba.a,   .00 «ilea   south   east;   Mount   Kenya,   1<>0  »ilea   to  th. 

north; and       Jounue.  anything  fro»  200  to 800 »ile. down   into Tanzania. 

Having »ads  these  sorts  of journeys,   he  .ays,   it  is  not   unusual  for 

th. ..-vice  van  to reach  th.  .„d  of   the   faraer-s   5  »He driveway and 

th«. find   it   i.pasaable.     Co.t of   these  call,   is  consequently  very high. 

"Th.  dealer cannot  charge  th.   faraer anytnmg  like   the   full  co.t 

of th...  long  service calls," „. polnt8  out.     ..por tM-  ^^ ^  ^ 

to «k. ..  Mnj call. .. possible   ln .  particular area to  justify th. 

journey. 
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»I recently sent  two mechanics in a  service van to West 

Kilimanjaro  to  service  equipment  on five   farms   in the   immediate area. 

When  they arrived   they  found   that   it had   rained   so hard  that  even 

tractors  could  not   travel  on  the  roads.     They  returned   to Nairobi 

after having both  spent  two  days  on the   job  and  having travelled   400 

Biles  with absolutely  no r- turn  to  show  for  it.    This  happens often.» 

Longer  trips  are  often  carried  out  with aircraft  where   landing 

•trips  are  likely  to   be  available.     Here  again  the operation is often 

held  up by  the  weather  and  time wasted  by  inadequate  weather forecasts 

and  poor communications. 

As  in most developing countries, good  mechanics are in very short 

supply.     In  this   particular country,  Kenya,   the problem has been 

further aggravated  by  the  loss  of good  Asian mechanics who are 

unlikely  to  be  replaced  until  a  proper  training scheme  is   set up  to 

train African  mechanics. 

The   low  standard   of general  education and  general  lack of 

mechanical  aptitude,   he believes,   is  likely  to make  this  a  slow 

process. 

The   same  state  of affairs tends to  complicate the dealer's 

relationship with his farmer customers.     The   farmers«   attitude to any 

commercial concern and  their ignorance  of the basic  principles of 

machinery makes  the  provision of an efficient  service extremely 

difficult. 

"The  African  farmer buying and using equipment  expects every 

service  to  be  a  free  one,   every  part  to  be  under guarantee  and  every 

guarantee  to  last   for ever.     He  can usually  read  the  parts book  just 

enough to ask you  to bring the wrong spare  200 miles to his farm." 

"A short   time  ago  I  received  a telephone  call  at  11p.m. on  a 

Saturday night  from a farmer to  say that he urgently needed the oabl« 

drive  to  the cutter  bar of his comuine  replaced. 
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"I took all the concievable  parta for the front cutter bar unit 

on tha Sunday,   I70 miles  to  his  farm,   to  find   that   in  fact  a  steering 

ball  joint  on  the rear  steering  had  failed.     This  sort   of  thin* 

happens  quite  often." 

In  an attempt   to   reduce   the   time  and   money  wasted   on   this   type 

Of fool's  errand  and   to  make   the  service  more   efficient,   this 

particular company tried   to   set  up a  local  centralised   service  depot,. 

It  failed   because  of a   lack   of cooperation   from  the   farmers. 

Services  were offered   to  farmera  free  of  labour and   mileage 

charges  if  they would   bring   their machinery  to  the  central   point. 

Out  of  30 farmers  running  mechanical   equipment   in   the  area,   two 

turned  up and  even they refused   to  pay  for  the   parts  used   in  the  work. 

From the  farmer's  point  of view  the  main  cause   of  the  high  cost 

of machinery maintenance  is   the  shortage  of reliable  operators  who 

are  prepared   to  treat  their  machinery with any  sort   of  respect  and 

maintain  it  properly.     Main  cause  of this  is   the  lack  of  any  training 

facilities. 

Many of his customers  attempt  to overcome   this  obstacle  by 

rewarding operators with a  bonus  scheme   for breakdown-free  operation. 

In many cases this works  quite well. 

But  training is a  long and  repetitive  business  and   often 

unrewarding.    After training men the farmer is   seldom rewarded  with 

any loyalty. 



IT ITOFACTUREPJS VIEW OF THE PR0B.L£Mt 

Some   idea   of  the   responsible  manufacturer'a attitude  to  the 

problems  of  servicing ani   r.»;ntuining  machinery  in developing countries, 

and   the  way   in   which   it   tackles   them,   ein   be   withered   from  a  brief 

study of   the   operativa   of   the world'a   largest   manufacturer  of   tractors, 

combine«  harvesters   and   diesel   engines   -   Mossey-Ferguson. 

-Vith   its   headquarter?   n Toronto,   Canada,   but  multi-national   in 

its  manufacturing   and   marketing operations,   Massey-Ferguson   sells   a 

wide  ranf-e  of   tractors,   harvesting  machinery  and  ancillary  equipment, 

in practically   every  country   in  the   world. 

Last   year   ite   sales   totalled   f5^8   million,   of which  about   two 

thirds  was   farm  machinery.     Just under   14   per  cent   of   the   total   -   over 

£48.4 million   worth  -  went   to   the  developing  countries  of  Africa,   Asia 

and   Latin  America.     Although   this   figure   includes  sales   from  the 

company's   two   other  main   product  groups,   Industrial   and  Construction 

Machinery and   Lngines,   the   bulk was   farm  macmnery. 

Sales   to   these   territories  have  nearly   quadrupled   in   the   last   ten 

years and  continue   to   increase.     Maasey-Fer^uson executives  are 

convinced  however,   that   this  performance   has  only been achieved   by a 

long-term policy of developing comprehensive  distributor and  dealer 

networks  backed  up  by a  continuous   technical   support   programme. 

"When  we   go   into  a  territory   to  sell   machinery we  do  everything 

possible  to  ensure  that  the  area  is  adequately covered  by a distributor 

and dealer network,   and   that  buyers  know  how  to use  our equipment,"  a 

member of Massey-Fergueon   (Export)   Limited   told  me. 
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In most developing countries there are considerable obstacles to 

•uch a policy.  The m0st important of these in f,robably 

farmers and operators ar, ,ften Hpread f)Vftr ^^  ^^ ^     ^ ^^ 

a matter of more than a hundred nuies fr,B the,,- „Mre,t „,lar am, 

any sort of workshop. 

Social situations also often h.lp to .K, the di,,e,„ir!ation of 

information to operator, „ore difficult.  In particular, ti.e level, of 

education too frequently Dake the instruction and tr.inin, of machinery 

operators a much core laborious and repetitive process than it would ,e 

in more developed countries. 

The difficulties steamin* from these two main problem, are further 

aggravated by the unique conditions under which most farm MchiMrv l9 

operated in developing countries.  Because, a, one Mas.ev-Ke.vuson 

expert estimated, machines commonly work 1,00 to ?0U0 hour, , year 

(compared to 400 to «00 hours in Europe) the effects of rou,h handlm, 

and rigorous soil and climatic conditions tend to lead to „ore frequent 

servicing and maintenance requirements. 

The following are some of the ways in which Massey-Fer.uson tackle 

these basic problems. 

Service and Product Education 

The basis of Massey-Ferguson's marketing in all countries outside 

thoae where the company has its own manufacturing facilities is a 

system of exclusive distributors in each country, each with its own 

network of exclusive dealers.  Exclusivity is considered essential in 

providing high standards of serpee and parts supply, ensuring that 

the distributor has the incentive to provide his own and oealer personnel 

with sale» and technical training and the farm machinery operator with 

instruction in the use and maintenance of his equipment. 
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Th. .o.t important part of a di.tributor'. organisation, .part 

fr„. ni. -orK.hop, and ...... i. -n.id.r.d to b. hi, .ducation 

faciliti.».  H.r., not only or. d.al.r.' ».Canica trained, but 

.al..».n ara «uo »..rucu. in »h. ».in .-«.«In« f..t«r.. of „chin... 

Th. ai» i, that th., ahould b. abl. ,o h.lp pot.ntl.1 buy.r, choo.. «h. 

j.     a ..i i „> qhof them ho* the 
right types of machines for their farms as -ell as 

equipment should be operated. 

e  f.•.r- or a village community are interested 
If a farmer, «roup of farmers or a 

in bu,• a tractor, .,»«.«•«• »" "»' •*°  ''"  * «-P"1»»1" 

d.„o».tr.tion » tnat th. pot.nti.l buy.rs can stud, th, „p.r,.i„g 

features of the machine. 

„h.n a «chin. I» actu.U, .old it la individuall, in.t.ll.d in 

it. .orking location by a «r.ih.d r.pr.a.ntat!.. of th. d.al.r or 

-Q h. «ill soend at least 48 hours at the distributor.  In some cases he mil spena 

•hut the oDerator is familiar with the main farm or village ensuring that the operaio 

operational points. 

u. -til «mend a lot of his time on baeio 
Naturally, in many areas he «ill spend a 

„ii i.«.i>  keeoin? radiators topped 
point» common to all machines - oil levels, keeping 

, t.„an« tvre pressures and even impressing the up, battery maintenance, tyre pi« = u' 

importance of keeping the fuel tank filled. 

„f th.ua aooarently elementary points is essential it The coverage of these appar-»"j 

-. „f the lack of -mechanical mlndednees' taken for many areas because of the lact oi 

granted in more developed countries. 

• fí, or,.ratinir points such as correct use of the gea: The more specific operating vui" 

* *n  th« tractor, use of the tractor hydraulics 
box, hitching implements to the tractor, 

and .i.pl. .Mi» -aint.na„c. ar. al.o „,1.1M. but it l. no ...y 

M„.r to .naur.  that th. op.rator .chi  acc.pt.bl. ...nd.rd  of 

competence  in  suoh a  short   time. 

Further courses of operator training - through government aponso, 

programs or the distributor«, o« training staffs or a combination , 

both -  are  relied  upon to develop the  operator-s competence. 
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In search of new «ays to improve the effectiveness of its 

•ducational programmes, MF has introduced mobile training units to 

take its own trainxng expertise to the door-steps of farmers in 

developing and developed countries alike.  This year two unita are 

operating in North Africa and Northern Europe.  Last year, the bigge.t 

of them toured the Middle East and Southern Europe, reaching as far 

•a»t as West Pakistan. 

These articulated vehicles each with a two-man crew, can be 

adapted as a cinema, classroo. or workshop and they are comprehensively 

•quipped with a wide range of training aids to provide on-the-apot 

instruction in a variety of aspects of machinery operation and 

•aintenance. 

So much of the eucces. of these operations, however, clearly 

d.pends on the quality of the service mechanics and the other 

technicians who carry the training programme» into the field. 

unlike the majority of agricultural engineering companies, Massey- 

P.rgu.on itself has shouldered the re.ponsibility of ensuring that the 

high standards necessary are achieved.  For over twenty years they have 

operated a specialised school at Stoneleigh, England, to train 

di.tributor and dealer mechanics, «ales and service personnel, 

independent machinery specialists and instructors from government 

department, and other training centres, a, well as MF company staff. 

Some 1500 trainees annually pass through the 500-acre MF school 

in England each year, and in most years 250-500 will be from developing 

oountries. 

Sponsored or recommended by distributors, government departments 

or international organisation, such a. FAO, students may be taught 

•pacifically about one particular type of machine - or even a single 

feature of a machine - in short courses lasting a few weeks, or with a 

combination of courses, they may stay as long as aix months to complete 

the full range of instruction available on the use and operation of 

tractors, combines and allied equipment. 
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All tuition at the centre is free - the sponsor is expected to 

pay only the student's board and lodging while he is in residence at 

the school. 

Unlike many other manufacturer-operated training schemes, emphasis 

on the Stoneleigh courses is on teaching the student how to operate the 

machine before he learns how it works and how to service and maintain 

it.  Massey-Ferguson believe that it is imposable for a technician to 

understand the operator's problems if he cannot use the machine 

himself.  The instruction given is a mixture of maximum practical 

experience in the field and workshop, balanced with a minimum of 

theoretical instruction in the classroom. 

When these students return to their own countries, it is often to 

supervisory or advisory capacities in which tney are able to pass on 

the knowledge gained to mechanics and instructors in their own 

organisations. 

Gradual building up in this way a nucleus of technical expertise 

ia essential, believe Massey-Ferguson, if any improvement is to be 

made in the standard of servicing, maintenance and operation of 

agricultural machinery in the developing countries. 

There are Maasey-Fergueon training centres in several countries 

doing work similar to that of the Stoneleigh school.  Even so, MF 

believes that solving the problems is beyond the resources of any 

single organisation; that ultimately the answer lies in governments, 

the international agencies, manufacturers and other organisations 

concerned, working together to find the solutions. 

Massey-Ferguson itself has already pioneered significant example, 

of the sort of co-operative effort it feels is required. 
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Equipment and technical aid was included in a £300,000 

contribution by MF toward» setting up the South American Farm 

Mechanisation Centre near Bugu, Colombia.  Run xn conjunction with 

SENA, the national apprenticeship organisation of Colombia, on behalf 

Of the Colombian government, and PAO, the centre i« desired to train 

farm mechanisation instructors from all parts of Spanish-speaking 

South America. 

MP's experience in training matters and disseminating knowledge 

ha» also been lent to the organisation, in conjunction with PAO, of 

world conferences on rice and sugar, both key world crops. 

In 1966, a £?oo,000 contribution from MF enabled FAQ to launch 

the Young World Food and Development Project,  Originally designed as 

a two-year project to investigate how the enormous potential energy 

of young people in the world under 25 years old, who constitute some 

70 per cent of the population in developing countries, could be „,re 

effectively utilised in development programmes, it is now contm-n r.g 

with further support from Iff and it is expected to involve up tn -, 

million young people from developed and developing countries by I960. 

There are others, and in total they reflect the broad front on 

which MF believes the problems have to be taokled. 

The sheer physical distances involved in carrying out such 

activities are enormous.  On the sole question of after-sales servicing 

of machinery, the problem of the distances that have to he covered 

remain a main obstacle to efficient provisioning in many territories. 

Tractor operators are spread over a wide area, and no matter how 

competent the distributor and dealer mechanics and technicians, there 

is a limit to what can be done within their resources. 

A firm belief of Ïiassey-Ferguson' s Export Operations is that more 

use could be made of mobile service workshops in many such areas. 
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A prerequisite for their successful operation, however, is that 

farmers must accustom themselves to the habit of having their machinery 

serviced regularly; too often the nechanic is never called upon until a 

machine breaks down.  A comprehensive mobile service system could be 

financially viable only if a majority of farmers in a particular area 

is prepared to pay for regular servicing of their equipment. 

Parts supply 

It is Massey-Ferguson's claim that if a part is needed anywhere in 

the world for an immobilised machine and it is not immediately availabl 

locally, it will be on its way by air-freight within 24 hours of the 

request being received at one of MF's Central Parts Operations 

warehouses. 

The main MF distributor in every country is expected to carry 100 

per cent spares coverà,« of all parts, both fast and slow moving. 

His branches and dealers must hold all fast moving parts in stock, 

and, where financially justifiable, they too are required to stock sloi 

moving items.  A man Belling 50 to 100 tractors a year «ould have 

practically as comprehensive a range as the distributor, but it is not 

likely to be practicable for the smaller dealer to carry such a wide 

parts range. 

The latter, although having a full range of fast moving spares, 

would normally expect to obtain from the main MF distributor any parts 

turning over less than four or five times a year. 

Massey-Ferguson strongly deny a frequent, but naively based 

assertion that distributors make excessive profits on parts business. 

»It is wrong to think that the agricultural machinery business ii 

developing countries is being carried on in a vacuum.  The laws of 

supply and demand rule there as elsewhere," says Mr. K. A. Graham, 

Director of the Parts Division of Massey-Ferguson (Export) Limited. 
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["Indeed, the parts business is one of the most competitive sectors of 

our industry.  If the manufacturer who sold the tractor offers hi, 

parts at an uncompetitive price, someone else will soon take the 

business from him. 

"The magnitude of world-wide trade in parts is considerable. 

Inevitably this has attracted the attention of companies outside our 

industry who do not make machines of anv kind, but produce only parts 

for equipment made by other manufacturers.  Very often, these parts 

are not genuine units carrying the approval of the makers of the 

originai equipment. 

"The most serious aspect of this development is that these parts 

are usually neither made nor sold by people who have any franchise 

responsibility. 

"At the same time, both the approved and non-approved overseas 

manufacturers of parts have to contend with the same problems of 

freight costs, delays on import, interest and insurance charges, all 

of which help to make spares more costly. Therefore, the only way 

the non-genuine parts suppliers can undercut the bona fide producers 

i« to manufacture to lower standards." 

The results of the use ol these non-approved spares, Mr. Graham 

points out, is too often serious for the machinery use,, and, through 

no fault of his own, the reputation of the maker of the machine 

involved is aversely affected.  A mechanic in Europe is hardly likely 

to recognise that a particular part has been machined to inadequate 

tolerances, so it is even less likely that his counterpart in less 

developed areas will notice the difference. 

In the face of this problem, and to protect their reputation for 

quality, Massey-Perguson and other reputable manufacturers have often 

had to supply »pare parts at bare manufacturing cost to maintain the 

good name of their products. 
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Apart  from the  reasons  mentioned   for the higher coat of spare« 

in  countries   remote   from  the   proper  manufacturing   source,   the 

distributors  and   dealer«!   m   thene   countries  suffer   fror, another 

disadvanta-e   which   their   Duropean   or  American  counterparts  do  not: 

they  must  carry   a   ciucn   higher   pro;ortion of  spares   in   relation  to 

their   total   business.     This   stock  also  turns  over   much  more  slowly 

than   it  does   in   the   more  developed   countries. 

Because   he  dare  not   oe  caught   without  a   particular  spare  -  either 

slow   or  fast-moving  -   the  distributor who   is  two   or   three  months 

journey  from his   source   of  supply   must  carry  about   T'S   per rent   of  his 

total   stock-in-trade   in   the   form   of   spare   part?   instead   of   the  A   to 

10   per  cent   commonly   held   by   ti.e   averse   european   distributor. 

Liirai'iarly,   the  avenare   turnover  of   ti.ese   spares   *i;l   ce   much 

lower   than   those   soli   by   tr.e   ¿uropean   machinery   distributor.     A   well 

organised   Lumpean  distributor   w-uld   expect   to   turn   over his   stocks 

of   spares  an  average  of  around   ?>   Urces  a year;   a   co-pet*-^  distributor 

in  a  developing  country   would   be    .ucky  if  he  achieves  a  snares 

turnover  rate   -,f   once  a  year.      In   s..n«  remoter  districts   the   turnover 

may  be  as   low  as   0.4  or   ).'->   times   a  year. 

Before  counting  any   other   costs,   Mr.   Graham   points  out,   the 

distributor  and   his  dealers   will   have  an  on-cost   of  H   to   lu  per  cent 

for  the   interest   charf.es  on  the   capital   invested   in   this  stock.     This 

figure  applies   in  countries  where   »normal1   interest   rate  are   Deing 

charged   - where   interest   rates   are  higher this   cost  will   fa greater   too 

In  conclusion,   it   cust   be   emphasised   that   although  :.!assey- 

Ferguaon   feel   that   the   standard   of  operator  competence and   service 

facilities  have   improved   considerably  in  the   last   ten years,   any  rapid 

improvement   in  the  future  must   come  from even  greater co-operation 

between manufacturers,   government  departments  and   local communities. 
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Th. improvements „eeded  ar. œore  likely to  .ft ^.^   ^ 

»•chanisation  programme,  are  carried   out  as  part  of an  nver.ll 

economic  development  r>1«n     ••¡o«««., n *^K  ^"t   pian,   jiassey-Per.Hjqnn   H»I,.„« „   ici..j3nn   neiieve,   ratr.er   tnan   if 

allowed   to  develop   piece^l.     ^chin,R   ,^rateJ   .   im_f .lenUy   ^ 

isolated   farners     t-n  m\ nn   ,• .   ^„ r   '    tu  whorT1   i1:   i«   'Uiticu   t   • .   ,-,.•    ,.ru,,.      ,    ,. ,"-     -rvice,   mi ormati« 
and   the   tra in ir.,»   ti»,,   r mm ¡   * im..     „...y  .t„u   t,  ,Jo   their   JOD *,fìCientlyt   re3uU   in  a 

waste  of  scarce   recrees   and   do   nothing   to  advance   the  cause   of 

agricultural   process  in  developing countries. 
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YI SOME SPCfl^Tfil) UQLUTIQ1ÌS 

It  has   :-een  shown   that   there are  three  nain  problems  involved   in 

the   servicing  an.1   -a intenence   of  farm machinery   in  developing countries« 

inadequate   supplies   of   snare   parts,   a   lack   of  efficient  maintenance  and 

repair  services  and,   in   -lany   countries,   a   complete   absence  of 

facilities   for   training  operators  and   maintenance   technicians. 

1.     üpare   part«   supply 

The   shortage   oí'  spares   for farm  uachinery   in  many developing 

countries  can  be  divided   into   two  sections:   national   and   local. 

National   shortages   can  generally   re   blamed   in   the   l'irai   instance 

on   the  manufacturers   Rut plying  machinery   and   secondly  a   lack   of 

responsible   attitude   on   the   part   of   the   government   department   whose 

responsibility   it   should   be   to ensure   that   i iports   of  :aa.-hitery   are 

adequately  backed   up   by  the   correct   quantity   of   the   right   type   of   spares. 

Batches   of   particular   types  of  cachine?   -   tractors,   cultivating 

equipment,   harvesters   -  are   frequently  soil   t^   government   officials   or 

directors   of  agricultural   improvement   schönes   by   irresponsible 

manufacturer^   who do   net   inform the   purchaser   what   type and   quantity 

of  spares   he   is   likely   to  need   within given   stages   of   the  ¡machines» 

working  live«. 

Too  often   the   purchase   of such  a  batch   of  machinery  -   it   may   be 

and   often  is  a  confíete   selection  of  power   units   and   cultivating   and 

harvesting  equipment   -   is   regarded   as  a   'prestige'   operation designed 

to  impress   politicians   and   governments   of   ether   countries.     The   money 

available   for   the   purchase   is  usually   limited   and   tne  aim  is   to     impress 

bv purchasing     ar'   uanv  échines  as  possible;   a   supply  of  spares   to 

compliment  the  machines  is  seldom considered. 
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A typical example  quoted   to »e by th. export  „^ ^^ ^ 

one of  the worlds lcading  farm ^^ ^^^ ^  ^  ^ 

of a .overrent  official   buyin,  a  batrh  of  h.jrvMtln,: ^^ 

Twentv-four machines   «ere   order-d   hut   t,.r,  waa ,z   r '   r*  waa  no  mention   from 
the  buyer  of  «¡mr«  'Q^*„   » 

'"   'artS   t0   3^V1C*   tf«   •nac^in«,.      .,»,,„   th.   ,.ller 

investigated   t.hiB  apparent   OVTM,^   he  ,H!t   tf)ld   that   .. 
ota   liât   the   country 

concerned   needed   thi„   „,imh„   of  n%chinefl  „, 
-"•it   tnere  tai  no  money 

left   for   spares. 

The   manufacturer's  advir»   *»-«>•  *i 
-r       advice   that  they ehould   buy one machine   leS9 

and   spend   this   money  on   soaree   was   ignored        m   t- • i i aurea .      ¿n   true   cune   the 

•uf«„.r„  r.f,,.«   to   suoply   th.  „cfcl„.„  ,Uhout   nrtm   ut   iB   too 

«V .....   th,   purcta„  woulJ   hm nm ^    r  (h ^   ^^ 

in «ddUlon  t„« ,,chln.ry   t. „„.„ ciim;1.t.lv     ^  ^  ^ 

typ.  Of .oH,   and   condition,   ,t   i,   lnt.!ldM   t„  „.„,.„..  ^^ 

»   t.   ,«   too  obTlou.   „„,   an  .„„,,,   of  bri„.rj  ii:j   (nutii->i 

«nlpuUtio«   13   oft.n   involïed    u   „„„„ Mctlln8rjr  J,al,i_ 

Although  »o.t  ,:..«r„,„„   ohj.ot  lo  iM.rf.ri,,*  ,lth   nriyst. 

..t.rpri..   oP.ra«l.„,   ,t   u   tn.^^,   tMt   ,„„„   „„    ^   ^   ^  ^ 

Buch „0.„  „„.rol of ,achlnery  lmpmt „„.„„„„,,  by ^.^ 

«".«,»„.   ,.,art,,„„.     ïhl.   ,.   ,   10b tMt   ,nouM   ^ ^ by o 

t.chnio.l   „r.rt   „r „,.rt   co„„ut.. rather  tímn a polu.cUii_ 

The   expert   or   the  coiini tt.«i. 
-omruttee's   main  task   should   be   to ensure   that 

any i.port   of  machinery   is   accoBp.ni.d   by both  adente   spaPff   ^rta 

•nd  technical   i„f0r«txo„.     Machxnery h,Uyerg   ln devftlo;;ln/;  ^^^ 

have a right   to expact manufac turar,  to ^^   ^  ^^^ ^ 

•t  Last  receive  basic  Induction  in the maxn  operating pointa  of 

machines. 
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Similarly, manufacturers must pay more attention to ensuring that 

the instruction books and spare parta manuals supplied are easily 

understood by the people of the country concerned.  Too often such 

essentials to efficient operation are supplied in the «ron,? language 

and written in a style and illustrated in such a fashion that they are 

incomprehensible to unsophisticated operators. 

Much more use must be ¡nade of instruction manuals which rely more 

on photographs and diagrams than on aords to get their message over. 

Not only does this make the communication of information easier but it 

simplifies the translation into less well known languages and dialects. 

But the most essential job for anyone in control of imports of 

farm machinery is 'o ensure that, the right quantity of spare parts are 

purchased in relation to the number of machines. 

Generally expert opinion holds that in remote area where any sort 

of spares are liable to be delayed for long periods as much as ?5 P«r 

cent of value of a total consignment should be in the form of spare 

parts if machines are not to be out of order for uneconomic periods. 

The problem of the national supply of spares should be solved by 

a combination of government and free enterprise action.  The local 

supply of snares in remote regions is a more difficult problem, however. 

As has already been demonstrated in the case study of machine operation, 

this is complicated by the financial limitations of servicing 

machinery widely spread through a remote region and also by the lack 

of knowledge of their machines on the part of the operators. 

This would appear to be a situation that can only be resolved by 

government assistance in encouraging the setting up of machinery 

cooperatives which could afford to pay its own mechanic or justify 

regular trips from a service mechanic.  In the former case some 

financial aid would have to be forthcoming to pay for stockpiling of 

the main essential spares. 
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?»    Mainterifl nee  and  opomtin^ -tr!Lrtnrf| 

m »o.t mchinerj operition situaUons in deïeiopins ^^ 

« .« b. ...UMd that th6 di.tanM, lnTolMdi the ^ ^^ of 

t- «M„.. and th. llck ,, „F,rating ikiii on tta ^ of.MMM 

"d dri,e" e" "" -J" •""'"i" '<• th. .m.i.nt „rvice and 

maintenance   of machinery. 

E=ono„ic and   S0»,nlciUona   factora ara Mking tho   nni^ ^ 

i-i.U»uy o.„.a «hlM. difficult and u is therefore iik^ ^ 

th- «1, real  lwoMMt   ln th.   3tandard  of op>raiion  ani  ^  to iaj 

maintenance   can onlv mm»   r^rtm onl, co».  f• eovern„ent op,ratio„  or „aohinerj with 

full  coopératif fr„„ „anufaotur.r, and  „,„,„,. 

ffnr„rtu„at,ly, .. „iatlny ptIot scheMs in Mwai ^^ 

-«  -d.   .1..,.   .M. ,.  „ot   th.   t„.  of operation  tnat   ia   ukeij to 

of .xt„.io„ aia a„a lMtniollMl   is   Ukeli to be the oniy #ffMiiM 

attac, o„  t»i.  probL. ml... eoT„„„ont, are prspared   to  subsidiBi 

the  provision   of machinery     sarvir-   o„^        •   . 
nery,   service  and  maintenance  facilities  to 

remote  areas. 

o.«•-» oo„trou.a „aohi„.ry „nit8 ahould_ ho.ever> bo i#t up 

•h.n.v,r posaible becau„ of the  effeot thej mst hm on  ^ ^ 

f» «.~l.p..»t  of .E,taltml   „.oration.       „nfortuMtelj 

*»«.  of th. ditfleulll.. of 3taffine aad oouiniw D _ 

d«.Loplw ouultPla.  t„(!i „, MIJM  „^  t;ta rui ^   ^  ^ ^ 

in.vitabl, a.^and subsld,es  fro« «ov.rnments. 

Ho..».r,   Pr„via.a ,„., .„ prop.rly .,t up with .ufflolMi 

..pha.i. „ tral„ine operato„ and  mecha„lcvh6y >u3t Mt  Miy 

Proauo. „uti..!, large „unb.„ of traiaed par<onnei but aiao M( a 

..anaara * „hloh all oth.r rachinery ^^ _ ^ ^^ 
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The effect  of  starting even a  limited   government machinery  service 

are  effectively summed  up by an PAO adviser  in  East Africa:  "The  actual 

benefits of setting   up  a  government   machinery  service are  difficult   to 

measure  but   it  can   set   the   puce  for  mechanisation,   take   the  burden of 

the  experimental   stage  off   the  farmer,   meet   requirements  where   private 

capital  and  know-how  do  not  exist,   accomplish  special  tasks which 

would   not be  attractive   to  a  private  commercial   concern  and   rapidly 

put  new  land   into  production." 

Obviously,   the  main  requirement  for   successful operation  of a 

government machinery  operation is   having   sufficient  land   to be   worked 

by any particular  unit;   in  many areas where   there are already  a  large 

number  of tractor  owners  who may well  be  doing work for  their 

neighbours,   this  is   difficult. 

The other  main  requirements  are  availability of the  right  equipment 

for  the area covered   and   sufficient  trained   staff and  extension workers 

to ensure that  the  equipment   is  properly  used. 

The most  important  element  in  the   successful  operation of 

machinery units  is   the  degree of  supervision of   the operation and 

general  organisation. 

An example  of   the  way  in which such  a  machinery unit  can be  set 

up and  organised   ia   the Tractor Hire  Service  first set  up in  I966 and 

since  modified  by  the  Kenya Government. 

The service was established to work for individual farmers and 

also on government agricultural schemes. The main problem was that 

many of the areas where work was to be done were 200 miles from the 

headquarters  and   there was  a lack  of trained   staff to  operate  machinery 

The scheme  was  based   on 25  tractor   machinery sub-units  and   the 

transport obstacle  was  tackled by  equipping each sub-unit with a 5  ton 

lorry,   6 tanker  trailers   for fuel  and  water  and   a four wheel  drive 

vehicle for  the  transport  of operating and   supervisory  personnel. 
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Th. ,t.ffi„e and  tral„lne structur. ,a8 tork<id  out  by pio 

""°"°" W°rk"'  """'   th«  "»••••   »U«.n  „it  .,  th.  National 

In.titut. „f Acculturai Bn(îi„„ri„gr   „K_    The ^ ^   ^ ^ 

.«i.u. ... of  ,„.  train.,  .t.„ and   pr0ïld, , stniotiipe   that >ouH 

«..»  that   ,„. „ni,. could d0 aa „Uûh s8   poi<ibu   to train ^ ^ 

men. 

Implement  operation was  at  a  orettv  i «.  „•     „,      , 
pretty  low  standard   in   the country 

generally and   stili   i «      T«  « *   , 
is.     To a  certain  extent   thin   still   applies   to 

the  tractor  hire  service »witn  men  with   ntti 
un  men  with   little  more   than   a  driving 

licence   in charge  of  f? nñc, • ,-,*.+>,     r , • o<-    'i   «-¿.uuu worth  of   machinery." 

but  .1..   t,  .or*  out  .  ,.g..  atructur.   th,t   .„„,„   ,„.„,„.   both an 

Incntlv.   f„r hi?h output ,nd  „ Kood   standard of >orl(naniih.p_ 

Originally   the   operators   were   paid   nn   th- 
paid   on   the normal  wa^e   system 

ruling  in  the  country  but  this  hai   r..„i^   •     , 
has   resulted   m  lower  output   than  should 

have  been   theoretically  nonaible       Th,«   <- v.   • 
y   io  «mie.     This   is   now bein«   superseded   by an 

overtime  and   bonus  system. 

To .o.b.t   th. ¡-rob!., „f l0.  sU„daH,  „f 0[i>rstl()n   fpM a 

Uchnlc.l   point   of  vt.. .  „..  atafn„fi  a„d   tralnlnc   atructure  h>s   bMn 

•ork.d  out  by F40 .no   th. „us  .,..„.„  Uaiaon ,,„lt   (ippendlir, }_ 

* t„. of „,s.„i,atlM1  that t.„,d  b. appH.d   to «,„„„„.„,   „aohl„.ri 

op.r.Uon.   in oth.r d.v.l„pin,r countri„ .„„, fl<]d   ^   ^   ^ 

«11 P>»t   far.in«  i.  praot,a,d,   u   „ d „^  ^ ^.^  ^ ^  ^ 

of aup.rvi.lon a, ..II a, a „.a„i„gful   ..,,„  a,ruct,ir.. 

"Ih.   I.V.!  of .up.rvt.lon i.  „tal   to th. ,uc=...f„l   op.ration of 

• unit of   thi.   t„,..,   ...to.,... „.   T11.„.   ,1Ucocks  of th8   UaUon 

Knit.     "Thi. a„rt   of ,rea„i.ati„„ 1. a.,ls„.d   „r . „  tImet„ „„„ 

•nd   th. .„.,   ¡„portant   par. ,f  it   la  t„.  proporllo„  of „„^ ^ 

for.• .„d   unlt   auper,i,or..    a„v att.npt  to r.duc.   th. *„,„„. of 

supervision will,   T  believe    »-«.„i*   • 
,        believe,  result   in a  very  much  reduced   output  and 

lower standard  of work." 
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As with many other such officially operated  mechanisation units, 

the main  problems  encountered   have been the  difficulty of obtaining 

any sort   of  economic work rate  when  operating  in  the areas  of peasant 

small  holdings,  getting  the  operators to  feel   responsible  for  their 

machinery  and   to understand   it   thoroughly and,   most  important  to a 

scheme  of  this  nature,   maintaining accurate  records. 

Most  of  these  obstacles   to  efficient  mechanisation can only be 

overcome  by  better  training and   education.     The  efficient  use  of 
• -i 

machinery  operating,   servicing  and  repairs  - on  smaller  peasant 

holdings   is  altogether a more   complex matter which  raises  the  whole 

question  whether  it  is  wise  to  attempt mechanical   cultivations  on  suoh 

farms until   a much more  advanced   stage of economic  development  is 

reached. 
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A«  the foregoing parts  of this report have  h.„   -i 
.. , P "  have  heavily underlined 
the  only long-term solution   to  the  servicing and        •   • 
ia  .„        ,. lng and   ma^tenance   problem 
is educate   better   trained   operators and  .ore   ski„   , 

field   ataff. '   m<!ChanÌC8 and 

But  education  in  the fîuropean  ^  ^  ^  ^^  _ ^ 

least  as  far as  operator training  is concerned.     n   ^ 
it   is  not  unreasonable 

'••-'-">.-WtM..1,^Uhl,r,    ,ltH( 

to  this   sort   of  standard. 

Caching methods   „ill   inevitably be 
aik=iy  oral  with  considerable 

reliance  on VìSUAI   ni^-     ^.u 

-  -„.tant n,Ulta _.„,, t0 „BtabUah the basio ^ ^  of 

machine  operation. 

T«ch^ „.thods  and   particularlj  the  T1<MI   aij8  Mej  ou8t   b9 

.«f»n, Krad.d t„ th. standard of llteraoi or iaok of it of ^ 

traine"'   le"°"S ""d "«»» -. b. put over ln lh. al.pl.rt 

*ay possible and in s*««;•»  *• . 
in sessions of short duration, th. -i J. 

uurations the instructor œuat be 

next. 

It  is  little use  an  instructor  hurrying  on  .<•>, 
"•»rrying  on with  a comprehensive 

-M»,, operator„ „„.. if   tha  basic priMipiM ^ ^  ^ 

»... «a.t.r.d.    »...  fundMentaI  principiao of inst^tinK ^ 

of . lo. atandard of education  and  unfaniuar wuh ^^ ^ 

Mil understood  a d.cada  or l,n «„„     lk or t»o ago,   th., ar. noneth.l...  ,tl,l   tru, 
of «an, ar.., „f d.„l„pl„g oountri,a   todaJ_ 

«o.«  .ducationa! and   „t.n.lra „p.Pt. a,r„  that , ^^ 

.«~.i»  ,t•tur. of t.chnioal  p„aonntl can miy be  buiu up ^ 

*-l.  b..,. «.„ . gradual  ..Uotloii of tht aor> Ma Mn  to ^ M 

*««. -,i«„,   „,ohanlc., d.monstrato„ and  adviaory workars_ 
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But before this sort of system can be successfully applied two 

main problems must be tackled: the general standard of education must 

be raised and »ays oust be found of obtaining more of the E-n who are 

to do the training. 

The first problem can only be solved by developing countries 

themselves and is likely to be a long-term process.  The second 

problem can be solved more rapidly by more educational aid from 

developed countries.  Aid that is, not so much in the form of direct 

monetary help to internal education schemes;but more in the form of 

training sponsored students and secondinctrained personnel to the« 

countries. 

Having obtained   trained  men the  developing countries must  then 

take   steps  to ensure  that  they are  able  to  keep  them employed  where 

they are  most  needed   -  with  their  sleeves  rolled  up,   passing on their 

knowledge   to  the   people  who need   it. 

It  should  be  unnecessary to  point  out  that  far too  many  students 

trained   overseas   in  practical  technical  skills  return  to their own 

countries  to  spend   the  rest of their  lives  in administrative  jobs. 

Too  often most  of  their expensively  won technical  knowledge  is  thus 

never applied. 

Salary scales and other inducements must be provided to keep the! 

people practically involved in solving the day to day farm mechanisat: 

problems  of their  countries. 

It  is a world-wide  phenomenon but  one particularly noticeable  in 

developing countries  that people do not want to work in agriculture. 

The result  therefore  of educating or training a man beyond   local 

elementary school   standard  is to raise him out  of hie  previous social 

relationship with  his  neighbours. 
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»Ot   „ni;,   ..   „.   liMr   t0   fol   sup€rior  to   thsn  but>   ^ 

Practical f„„lne.     „ ,. dM, not actualij become  aome   _  of ^ 

administrator,   he  en*R  •rr   + «  +u .   ne  goes   off   to   the  nearest  urban centr,.   „„*  * a" centre   and  becomes  a 
garage mechanic  or  lorry driver. 

Apart   fP8.  th.  ,ocla]   3Jtuatloiii   lhia  auu|id8   in   unjeritMdabie 

».«...  of  th.   „.„„  w  or   lh...  „rba„  occuiiaUono_      uniesa  _   is 

don. to  .gl„„,lrt...   th. strucele   to iaprove the vitni   afiriouUurai 

production i„  Mnj developinR comlrie> and iHUid  Md   TOi_>kiiud 

« a« „14  „ore  m„ ,aatage of aduoationa] effopt  MII  ^^ 

lb.  »ai„   r.qul„„ent.   of „oat  developine oouMrUii   ia  ^   ^ 

.1..... of t.ch„ici,„3:   skiu,d   tractor and mchiM ^^   ^ 

raCtolt"   S'rVi0e "","1" •"   "'"  «— a-   3.rvic. „aM„.r. 
th«. i. .,„ . „..,   M.d   for „ore #itMiiiM <ortera   ^ a ^ 

practical  kno.l.dg.  of   far«  „.cha„1MUo„. 

Th.  structure  „„,   llk.l7   l0  produce   thM>  <ijioui   eiMM>  of 

t*m•"   "   Uk«lj  t0  "   "•'"«-   but   l„t.Ml„   lralnl„(,  „„„„, 
for .,,.„,   „„ d.tall.d   .  but   ,tni   siBpie _ int#MiM ^^ 

for far. _,„.,,,„ and   fmMn drivara¡   thorouih ^^ ^ ^^ 

traini»* f„r ..„,„. „echa|nca apd   d,„natralopa ard   coUw ^ 

«i«»!., training ,„ «rvlce ,anaK.rs anu MUMion   tMi ^^ 

AUhoueh   in   th.   ,„„,.,„.  u  cannot   ^  said   ihat  any   ^ of  ^ 

.roup, of «„„., iB „„  lmportant than anotheri  the   foreeoing 

••otion of th« r.port ha«  «ho»,,   th.t   n. 
° that   the »°a» «rg.nt d.mand  i.  for 

faciliti«, to  tram op.r.tor«. 

at pr...„t   th. ,.t,i„e up of „„„ miu lm hanper<d   by a iack of 

fune, and a ,h„rtag. of .klll#d and  ,xperia„c,d  ,„.,„„„.. 

it  t. .till  po.,ibl. t0 Bak,  „„..„„.„.. 1.p„wnt.  in   the atandard 

of -chin, operation .lth th.   bara „inUu. of equipMnt  and   buudiw( 

Th. .„„.bin,, of a.dlcat.a »„»„„,„. of th. rlght t„hnical ^^ 

ÍB  however,   vital. 
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A typical »aspi« of this sort of organisation is the Narosurra 

farm mechanisation training scheme now running in the Baringo district 

of Kenya. 

The  scheme utilises  the  facilities  on a 500 acre  farm plus 

machinery and   equipment on  loan  from dealers  and   manufacturers  to 

provide  intensive   12  week  courses  in operation and  maintenance  for 

owners  and   tractor  drivers. 

Operating  in  an area   of  often marginal  rainfall  where  near  f'mine 

conditions are  semi-endemic,   this  scheme  is  seen a,  part  of a  plan to 

increase agricultural  productivity  through  private  ownership  of 

tractors.     As  «ell   as cultivating  the   owners   individual   holdings   these 

machines  are   used   for a  considerable  amount   of  contract work. 

The  Haroaurra   unit   can,   at   the  moment,   take   55   students   on  each 

course  and   is  able   to run   three  course,  a  year.     Aim   la   to   improve   the 

efficiency  of  machine operation  and   t.o   teach  operators   how   to  do  a  lot 

of  the  maintenance   which   previously  would   have   been  neglected   or  would 

have   involved   expensive   service  and   repair work   by   commercial 

organisations. 

Ploughing  and   cultivating,   servicing  and   ample   repair  work, 

including gas  welding,  are   the  main  subjects  covered.     These  are 

supported  by  a  thorough  grounding in  farm accounting  -  particularly 

essential  for  the  contract  operators  - and  basic  animal and  crop 

huabandry. 

Apart   from money from  the  Kenya government  itself,   funds  come 

from  several   international  organisation..     The  work  is nevertheless 

severely  limi'.ed   oy lack  of  money.     Costs  of  training «ach  student 

works   out   at   1,000a.  and   at   the  moment   half  of   this  has   to  be 

contributed   by  the  student  himself.     Naturally  lack of  this  amount of 

money  bars  many  men from  taking  the  course. 
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Despite   this  obstacle,  direct  beneficial  results  of  the  training 

scheme   has   been  the   raisin«  of   the   standard   of   tractor  operation  to 

the  extent   of  allein,  tractor   owners   to   pay  for   their   own   achines 

in a very  short   time;   one   man   for  example   earnei   n   carter  of   the 

capital   cost   of a   tractor   in  the   firnt   three  months  of   operation. 

Another   beneficial  development   directly  attributable   to   the 

training  scheme  hau   been   the   setting  up  of   farmer-s  cooperative 

tractor   operating  «roups.     Main   instigators   of   these  rroun«   have   been 

men trained   on  the  Narosurra  course. 

As   we.i   as  being  short   of   money,   schemes  of   this   sort   «re  also 

likely   to   be   short    >f   trained   men.     Although   the   Nam.urru   .rut   is 

staffed   by  experienced   men   from  a  number  of  countries,   any  expansion 

of  these   types   oí'   training   schemes   throughout   the   developing  countries 

will demand   many more  locally   trained   men   to  carry   out   the  vital   task 

of  passing  on   technical   skills. 

And,   this   is  what  appears   to  be   one  of   the  biggest   gaps   in   the 

whole   structure  of  technical   assistance  and   educational   advice   to 

developing  countries:   the   lack   of   the  appreciation   of  the   fact   that 

the  most   vital   need   is   for  sen   trained   in   the   practical   side   0f 

machinery  operation  and   maintenance   to   train  operators  and   mechanics. 

Although   most   extension workers  and   advisory  men  are   well   aware 

of  this   lack,   most   official   bodies   -  whetner   individual   governments  of 

developing  countries,   the   various   sections  of  the   United   Nations 

Organisation,   the  overseas  development   ministries   of developed   countriei 

or  the  technical  aid   organisers   of  international  charitable 

organisations   - are  obsessed   with  university degrees. 

To   too  many of   these   bodies   a degree   qualification   -   of  whatever 

type  and   standard   -   is  considered   to  be  of much  greater   importance   in 

employing  a  man   to  do  extension    v0rk   than deeP  technical   knowledge  and 

the  ability  to   pass  on his   knowledge   to  others. 
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Onfortunat.l, th. »echani.ation a.p.ct of agricultural 

U,OT.«.t and ..«lop».. .»«.,. fro» «hi. faiiing «or« than an, 

0th.r.  I •» -*€«»' "•""•»••• """ " "*" *h° h" U,,Ó"'!OT, " 

thorough technical apprentice.»!», h.. ->ao a» intens. ... or th». 

Y..r «echn.c.1 «oll.g. cour,, I. agricultural .„gi...riag and, l.«llX. 

ha, „.,M.. hi. .«uà...» b» a .»or, ccur.. at a teacher or technical 

t.ach.r training coll.». i. f« »r. valuable '-" «V - •»•> >" 

Honour. d.gre. -h.n -«1.« -It" "» pr.M« » «. "•" "ith 

this »«rjr basic educational probi.« t. bounüeos. 

They »ust th.r.for. b. »alu.d on thi. tasi, am, r.-.rd.d 

accordingly. 
•   •       HO,  nnt  been  formed  without  considerable   thought, •"his  opinion has  not   oeen  luiucu 

Throughout  th.  preparation  of  .hi.  report   It  ha,   ...»  continui, 

i„pr.s..d   on  th.  -rlt.r  b,  advisor»,   educationalist,  and  comercial 

„achin.rv «r.rt.   that   un.e.s   th.  technical   standard   (as  oppos.d   to 

th.  standard  of th.or.tic.! Kno.l.d«.) of th.  people «..1-1». and 

ln.tru.tl« operator»  and  ..chanic. can b,   l.pro«.   there .111 b. 

„t   in   the  standard   of  machinery  operation and little  improvement   xn  tne  s^uuaiu 

maintenance. 

M th. „onent th. .ducational and industrial structur. of 

developing countries is lit«, mt.d to produce such i.ad.r, of 

this .ducational cru.ad.. although ideal!,, »en of «his typ. should 

„. «rained in th. t.rritori.» .».re U..» ar. to »or,, a c„npro»is. 

.„lution -ill h.v. to suffic. for a« l.as« «h. n.,t ... decad.s. 

This colonia, is likely to consist of developed countries 

..condlng ..11-traln.d agricultural engineering speci,H,ts to 

u„d.rd.v,lop.d countr.es and an intensive. progra», of trainine - 

»,,h in th.lr o.n r.,ions and .broad - of proving technician. co*i»g 

for»ard In th. developing countries. 
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«.n  approach favoured   by zany educationalists  is   that   the  service 

mechanics,   demonutrators  and   instructors   should   ne   provided   by a 

combination  of   nen  reconded   from  develo?ed   countries   nrd   talented 

technicians   from   the   countries   ti enselves.     T'rier.e   utter   »ill   often 

have   to   be   tr tined   abroad.      Fir;:.   •,-:•. ¡n icij   -.rid   operators   are   in   turn 

trained   by  these   two  categories   of  technicians. 

Of   courts,   several  countries   have   already  set   up   their  own 

training   establishments  but.   it   is   likely  to  he   many  years  yet   before 

the develo;mr  countries  become  self-supporting  in  their  production 

of   training  staff. 

An   educationalist  with   atron^  views   on  the   import   nee   of  thorough 

pactical   groundinr,   for  the   extension worker  is   .Mr.   » rank Turner, 

Principal   of Rycott   „ood   College,   Thame,   Oxfordshire   rìnpland.     Hycott 

wood   is   one   of   the   few  colle«-*   in  the   world   to  specialise   in  training 

agricultural  engineers   in   both   practice   and   theory   to    just   below 

graduate   level. 

Many students from underdeveloped countries have been trained at 

the College and many British students trained there have U.ter worked 

in  mechanisation training  and   development   projects   in  Africa   and   Asia. 

Establishments   like  Rycott   .<ood,   Mr.   Turner  belxeves^can  play an 

important   part   in  training   technicians   in   the   more   advanced   but 

essentially  practically baaed   categories.     British   students   taking a 

Rycott   course   will   either   be   under^oirvî   -  on a  sandwich  course   basis  - 

or  have  completed,  a  trade   apprenticeship with a machinery dealer  or 

distributor. 

For   overseas  students   this   is  not  so   simple but,   Mr.   Turner 

emphasises,   they must   have   had   a   practical  grounding   in  machinery 

operation   in  their  own country  if   they  are   to  çain  any   benefit   from 

the  concentrated    ype  of course  they are  likely to undergo at 

Rycott  tfood. 
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»It  is nearly always  impossible  for  the   student  from a developing 

country  to gain,   in  his  own area,   the  concentrated   practical 

experience  that   is   vital   to  «und   training»   he  says,   "But   provided   h. 

has  a   sour.)   kr. ,wi«d.-e   of   the  machinery  used   in  his  own  region  and   ita 

special   proti er-n   we   cm   r.eip  him  a   lot." 

Oversea»   student*   of   this   typ«   inevitably  lack   the  background 

knowledge  of   the   student   w,,o  nas   teen   underpin,  a   field   and   workshop 

apprenticeship,   he   point   3  out.     Overseas   students   cannot   be   trained 

to a  similar   standard   without   more  cooperation   from machinery 

manufacturer,   and   d-alers   in  Britain  and   other developed   entries, 

he   Delie ves. 

..«hat   is   needed   is  a   sort   of  concentrated   sandwich  course   to  get 

these   students  up   to   trie   technical   atandard   of   tneir  tropean 

counterparts.     This   is   inasible  unless   they  can  worR  with  a   machinery 

dealer  under   close   supervision  and   instruction. 

••The main obstacle to this is that codâmes will not take a ran 

on this basis wr.en t, ey Know that the time .pent on training him will 

never  benefit   them  since  he  is  never   likely  to work   for  them  once   he 

is  trained." 

»I think  this  problem could  be  solved   however,   if  the  employing 

firm could   be   paid   a gran*,  to  cover   this   loss.     I   trunk  a  sum  of 

something  like  £100 would  be  enough  to  encourage  many more  firms   to 

take   on an  overseas  student   for  a year  or   so." 

There   are   problems   too   for  the   young   agricultural  engineering 

technician  who   is   seconded   to  a developing  country.     A   period   spent 

abroad  on such  projects  tends   to  reduce  a  man's  career  prospects  when 

he  returns.      He   tends   to  be   teaching  at   a  more   basic   level   than  at 

home  and   is   liable   to  get   technically  out   of date   in a.  short   time. 

Shorter   tours   of  duty with more   refresher  courses  as well  as 

better pay   for  this  type  of  work are   therefore  necessary,  Mr.   Turner 

believes,   if  the   right  sort  of men are  to  be attracted   to  this  type 

of work. 
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Main basis  of  the   teaching at  rfycott   ,/ood,   as  at  moat  other 

similar agricultural   engineering establishments,   are   the   syllabubs 

••t   out   by   the   City and   Guilds   0;   London   Institute.      The   two  BOst 

important   of   these  are   the   ••-neu] turai   Machinery  operator's 

Certificate   and   the  agricultural   Mechanics  Certificate. 

Tropical   versione   of  these   have   recently   been   introduced  under 

the  general   heading  of   Agricultural   ,n,ineerin,   in  Troncal   Countries. 

They cover   the   same   basic   subjects  as   the   Br.ti:,,,  v,rai(lll8   but  there 

is  more  emphasis   on   those   subjects  most   relevant   to   tropical 

conditions  and   there   is   also   scope   for  altering   the   syllabus   to  suit 

particular  reruns. 

The  first  of  these   (no.   016 Agricultural  Machinery  operator's 

Certificate  - Appendix 5   )   ?,r.   Turner believes   to be   ideal   to serve 

«s   the   bflsis   of  training   farm  mechanics,   foremen drivers  ari   machinery 

demonstrators   in developing   countries.     This   particular  syllabus 

covers   the   basic   element,   of  agricultural   nraot.ee  and   macrune 

operation and   maintenance  and   need,  a minimum  of   ^o  hours   study and 

practical   instruction.      At   least   1*0 hours,   it   is  recommended,   should 

be  spent  on  practical  work. 

Completion of  at   least   six  years  primary  education   is   necessary, 

the designers  of  the  course  point  out,   if  full   benefits are  to be 

obtained.     It   is designed   for  full  or  part   time   teaching or a 

combination of  both. 

Aim of  the  course   is   to make  the student   familiar  with  the layout, 

controls and  correct  and   safe  operating procedures and   also with 

routine servicing of tractors and  machinery. 
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The 3econd stage of the City and Guilds agricultural engineering 

teaching programme for technicians in tropical countries is the 

no. 817 Agricultural Mechanics Certificate (see AppendixC ).  It ie 

designed for use in improving the technical skills of the man »ho 

already has some mechanical experience or ideally someone undergoing 

an apprenticeship. 

For this reason it is only likely to be applied in teaching 

establishments in developing countries where there are staff of a 

high enough calibre to instruct to this higher standard.  At present 

therefore it is likely to have most application for the student from 

these countries being trained abroad in developed countries where he 

can also gain additional practical experience. 

It will also serve, Mr. Turner suggests, as the ntarting point 

for training such students «ho are sufficiently talented, up to the 

standard of the National Diploma in Agricultural engineering or the 

Ordinary National Diploma. Both these qualifications are the equivalere 

of a pass degree but have a much heavier emphasis on practical work 

than does the degree qualification. 

Training structure 

As already made plain, the main problem in training machinery 

operators and operator mechanics at the moment is lack of enough men 

with sufficient training in the basi' skills to do the training. 

Several developing countries have at least the beginnings of an 

agricultural engineering faculty attached to their national 

universities; very few have the right type of technician training 

set-up. 

This  type  of  training organisation must  ultimately  be  set  up 

within all  developing countries   if  any improvement  is  to be  made  in  tin 

efficiency of  farm  mechanisation.     At   the  moment,   of course,   lack  of 

staff and   lack  of  finance  are  seiious  obstacles  and  both  capital  and 

technical  aid   «ill  have   to  come   from  the  developed   countries. 
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A particularly  important  part  must  be  piv.d   by «gl.icultural 

engineers and   educationalists  from these countries  in aiding th. 

setting up of   training  organisations. 

One  organisation already  playing  a  significant  part  in  th« 

instigation  of  such  echoes  lfl   th.  Overseas  Develop.ent  unit  of  the 

National   Institi   of  Agricultural   Engineering,   OK.     Kinan^d   by   the 

Ministry  of  Overseas   Development,   it   spends   its  effort   on   solving 

direct   individual   mechanisation   probi.•   ind   also   advising  on   training 

and   mechanisation  organisation. 

In  the   last   few  years   such   ree o rendit i oris  have  been  made   for a 

wide   range  of   territories   at   the   invitation   of   th.   .overrents   xn  many 

countries  of Africa,   Asia   and   Latin Anerica.     Th,y   are  convinced   that 

•ach  plan must   be   specific   to   the   particular   problem,  of  each   country. 

"There   is   no   fixed   formula   for  setting   up an   a,-ncul turai 

machinery   training   scheme,"   Mr.   J.   H.   attori,   a   .ember   of   th.   mit 

staff   told   me.      ..,:ach  region  has   different   „echan inat n>n   problem,   and 

therefore  different   training needs.     These   have   to   be  adjusted   to   the 

level   of  mechanisation  and   level   of general   education  if  any  worthwhile 

results   are   to   be   achieved." 

Liason unit   «tuff  point  out   however,   that  generally   there   is a 

need   for  two  types  of  training   (ie apart   from graduate  level  and   above), 

intermediate  technician level  training   for  mechanics  and   operator 

mechanic  and   very  basic   teaching  of the   handling  of  simple  machinery. 

A  secondary but   still   m>st   important   need   is   for   facilities   to 

give   intensive   specialised   training in   machinery operation   to 

extension workers. 

"This  is   specialised   training which  cannot   be   carried   out   on a 

general  agriculture   course,"  emphasises  Mr.   Theo,   .,'illcocks  of  the 

Liaison  Unit,   -And   I   feel   that   this   i6   one  of   the   main  problems   in 

machinery  training  at   the   moment;   ignorant  use   of  machinery   is 

inevitable  when   general  agricultural  extension  workers  are  assumed   to 

be   competent  in  machinery  operation." 
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The two types of training organisation referred to above are 

of course closely linked; once the intermediate level training gets 

under way trai ned men from then then hemm« the instructors or 

assistant instructors in the more basic training scheme. 

Two recent activities of the Liaison Unit - a report on training 

in Ethiopia and advice to a Latin American country on setting up a 

comprehensive machinery training scheme - illustrate the problems 

and some solutions. 

The Ethiopian problem is a very basic one of many small 

peasant farmers working below subsistence level who urgently need 

help and advice in the efficient operation of simple animal drawn 

equipment.  oo.ne four million farm farr.il ies^ í t has been estimated^ 

will have to be covered by any training and advisory service. 

The Unit's reco ¡mendation was for additional training for lower 

middle gride workers to act as mechanisation assistants to the 

extension workers.  It was emphasised that all the resources available 

Should be concentrated on this project rather than dissipating it on 

more advanced training wnich cannot possibly be applied to the 

country's rudimentary stage of technical development. 

This improvement in advisory work was to be complimented by 

setting up simple small group training schools in each area where 

farmers could bring their own young oxen and be taught to train and 

work with them with improved ploughing and cultivating equipment. 

Once this basic step was completed, the use of simple hand tools and 

Other agricultural equipment such as knapsack sprayers, weeding and 

harvesting equipment could then be taught. 

The Latin American country had different needs.  With an 

agriculture combining capital intensive cash cropping on the coastal 

belt and poor, less than subsistence agriculture in the mountainous 

hinterlandjit needed to improve the standard of tractor operators and 

mechanics and also to provide the backbone of any extension service 

designed to improve the practice of the peasant farmers. 



A.  in many other developing countries,   there  were already 

nu.bera  of graduate  engineer,   bein«   produced   by a  national  university 

but  no  training  at   tne   interred. ate   technician   lev-1. 

Two  main   object,   of   the   entre«,   the   .«port    r.co .mended,   should   be 

to  provide   fi„tly   praeUe.l    instruction   in   the   i ri vinr,hand 1ln,, 

maintenance,   adjustment   and   repair  of  ail   a„K„   of  mclliM|   bf>in/,  ,,„,, 

in  the   country  and   secondly,   the   o;,ration   and   maintenance   of 

cultivating,   .o.in«,   crop   protection   and   harvesting e,uiPment   should 

then  be  taught. 

Technical   .«.stance   both   m  the   foro,  of money   tor  equipment  and 

instructor,   to  tra.n   the.r  o»n   replacements  would   be  needed   for  a 

period   of   four  or   five  years. 

The   recommended   plan  most   liKely   to   produce  a«  many  trained   men 

as  possible   in a   short   time  was   based   on  a  number   of   sn-rt-t-nn  basic 

courses   each   year   with   small   .roup,   m'   tramées.      „hen   the   trll:n ,,, 

unit   is   under   way   and   has   the   ne,«*,ary   staff  additional   special,» 

courses   on   particular aspects   of  individual   types   of machinery  should 

be run,   the   report   recommended. 

Cost  of   training 

Although   the   provision of  operator and   mechanic   training 

facilities  are  not   likely  to coat  as  much  as  they would   in a develoned 

country   they  are  still   Ukely   to  P,pr„erit   a  C0n3idftlablft   „tp{tln  on 

the  scure-   finances   of   these  countries. 

It   is   inevitable   therefore   that   more   money   «ill   hav-   to   he 

directed   to   this   basic   training   nee.   by  every  orT,ni.nti,n   involved 

with   improving   living  standards   m  developing countries.      It   demands 

priority   treatment   over  many  much   less   ur,ent  educational   projects  on 

which  considerable   sums  are  beinir  .pent  at   the moment. 
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.„HK1. tri calculate precisely what a It is of course impossible to caicui*^ i 

particular training »t-«P i- CoinS to cost. Each .ituation »u.t ». 

.olv.d in a different -a,.  There are non.th.l... certain W «". 

•Men provide a «uid. - ,.»UW th. =„.t of , train.-, Procra»e. 

To train a .an at the .„l«r»d..t. and »or, advanced lev.l. • •«.. 

i  « t.phnirnl aid organisation or 
will coat someone - hi« own government, a technical 

* e  ih. teaching country - in the reRion of fUOO for the government of the teaching coun j 

each year of his course. 
v.  i *n  hcnrile ?0 to 5Ü student» for basic 

To equip a training school to handle ¿0 >u 

tractor operate an, ^nt.nanc. .11. co.t »P to «0,000 depending 

„ the number of tractor, o.ed.  A .or.ahop trains unit .1» <=°.t 

fro» «000 to moo.  The,. ne»r.a can he connlo.rahl, r.duc.d h, 

,co„o.i.ine on builds ano -Un« ... of »hi», alr.adv b.i„g 

used in the area. 

Th. ...t P.r »«"dent of a «tv.n cour» .111 .. -»•. ->~ "«*«" 

to ..tl-t. b....« of the variation in .Uff »alari.., Un8th of 

cour... and th. oth.r factor, alr.adv -ntlon.d. 
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VI     CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout   the writing  of this  report  it  has  been  the  aim to  focua 

on  the  problems  of machinery  operation as  they  are   in developing 

countries  at   the   present   time.     It   is  however   impossible   to   conclude a 

work  of  this   nature  without   makin-   the  observation   that   many  of  the 

problems   of  agricultural   mechanisation   in  these   countries  are  rooted   in 

the   attempt   by  governments   and   other  official   bodies   to  mechanise 

agriculture   before  people  were   ready   for   it. 

As  a  mechanisation   expert   working  in  one   developing country  put 

it   to  me:   "..hat   is needed   here   is   not  more  mechanisation  but   less.     I 

sometimes   think   that  we   should   t-o  back   to  basic   principles   with  farmers 

exploiting   their  own working   capacity and   that   of  their draught  animals 

to   the  utmost  and  then  work  upwards  from there  as  their  technical  and 

economic  situation  improves." 

A great  deal   of effort   and  money has  been wasted   on  schemes  which 

went   too   far  too   fast;   the  attempted  wholesale  application  of 

sophisticated   agricultural   mechanisation  methods  originally developed 

for  Euro-American conditions   has   foundered  with   monotonous   frequency. 

It   therefore   seems   obvious  that   if  more  money  and   effort   is  not  to 

be  wasted   on attempting  to   impose  P]uropean methods  on  people  who are 

not  ready  for  it,  much  more   effort  must  be directed   towards  designing 

simple machinery  for specific   jobs  and  conditions. 

This  is  a  view widespread  amongst  advisory  workers deeply involved 

in  the  monumental  task  of  improving  subsistence  agriculture.    The 

views  of one  such expert  working in Ethiopia state   the  problem and 

indicate the  future line of development  in such situations: 
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••With the   present  shortage  of capital,   limited  mechanical  know-how, 

short   farming   season,   small  and   often  scattered   holdings,   lack of 

workshop  facilities,   the   nearest   spare   parts   supplier  600km away,   poor 

communient inn?,   lack   of   trained   mechanics   prepared   to  cone  down  and 

work here and   difficulties   in  obtaining   fuel,   even   large  organisations 

are   finding  it  difficult   to  run   their  mechanised   equipment  efficiently. 

"On the   other   hand,   most   of  the   small   farmers   in  this  area 

already  own   cattle   and   some   of   them  have   draught   animals.     The   cattle 

are  of   "ood   draught   type   and   there  is   an   old   tradition  of  cattle 

ploughing,   forming   an  excellent   basis   for   building  up  a  comprehensive 

farming  system  w&ich   is   capable  of gradual   evolution   towards 

complete  modernisation." 

It  has   been   clearly demonstrated   that   many  of   the  people   in  many 

areas   of  trie   majority  of  developing  countries  are   subsistence   farmers 

with  very   Utile   involvement   in any  sort   of   market   economy  so   that   even 

if   they   had   the   inclination   to   adopt   modern   machinery   the,"   would   be 

unlikely   to   have   the   money   to   uay  for   it.      A  complete   change   has 

therefore   to   take   place   in   f.eir  social   situation  before  anything   like 

modern methods   can   be   introduced. 

However,   where   the   social   situation  of  many  small   farmers   is   not 

so  much a  nroblen,   where   for   instance,   new   land   is   brought   into 

cultivation   by   irrigation and   buah clearing  schemes,   comprehensive 

solutions  such  as   the   Volta  River and   .Sudari  'Jezira  schenk s  can  and   are 

going ahead   successfully. 

Apart   from   the   measurable   short   term  benefits  accruing   from   such 

projects   there   iuat   be   an  additional   ion--   term <;ain   in   the   form   of   the 

technical   fall-out   in   the   form  of development  of  new  methods  and   the 

build-up of   trlined   o;erators   and  mechanics.     This  must  ultimately 

benefit   the   smaller   tarmerà. 
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m th. io„e t„. th. d.„l0l„.n   of ,„ ,„lol,nt MohMiod 

8€"°"11Ur! "" deP'""  »   "»  '"— of Urr.,   far, „,.„. .„,,„ 

«Ho» wohin.,   to »„.rat.   »or« .oonnmio-.il,. 

In   th.  „„„,!..   ir   th.   ,„a„nt   ,.„,._  Bnii   8MlIhciliierii  whj   mt> 

in  dev.lopin,:   c-'nntrien  are   Lo   h.   n» I ,,.,i ».   n.lp.d,   «„oh   more   mual   ,,,   ,,„„,    ,„  ai(, 

th.   i„prov.•„t  and  d.».lop„.„t  „,   „.„,„,„ alre.,|y   ,„  ^ 

Thi,  car  „„,, b.  d0„.   by  w.nii  mueh mster  MI^U   n   ^   in  ^ 

P..t   to  .xp.n»n.i0Ä  .!,„   and   t.„tIní;   „clmiírj   ln   ^  ^^^ 

""""' •""•   "  "   '"  b«   "-•    -  ».P -»•« -o.t. „f ,noh „p.„ti,n. 
xt   -tU   „.  „sceS3arJ   f„  much  of  thla   timvu  sjuiiaent   t     be  mnufactured 

by   th. d.v.lo|iiii8 countri..   th.ms.ly... 

Th.,.  d.v.lop..„t.  Mt  .ll0   D„  0MpllMtwl   „y  a conoentrated 

pr„cra•. „e t,oh„ical  .duoatlo„ if a„y „„^^  „^ ^  ^ ^ 

achieved. 

I«..d.   th.  .hol.  k.„   ,o   !.,„,„„,   ,„. .fflol.MJr  of  afirlcuUura¡ 

— l.l»r.  „„„„„  ¡n  oevelopill8  amatrlmi  Ue>   in   Mre  ^   bMtw 

technical education. 
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APPENDIX     A 

Staffing  recommended  by the  Overseas   Liaison  Unit  of the  NIAE 

for a  25 tractor  agricultural  machinery unit.     A  staff  of 21 

operators and   4   foremen operators  -  plu«   trainees   -  shovld  be   backed 

up  by  6 mechanics   and   ¿  other  machinery   technicians,   aunit  supervisor 

and   a   farm machinery  manager. 

Staff qualifications  and  a  salary  scale   (for Kenya)  are  as  follonas 

1.     Farm Machinery  Operator Trainee   (€90) 

a. Minimum entry requirements       (i)     Literate 

(ii)     Satisfactory  completion 
of  4 years   education 

(iii)     Mechanical   aptitude 

b. Minimum  3  week intensive  training 

C     Minimum 90 days   'on  the   job"   training 

d.     Maximum  6   months   in grade 

Farm Machinery   Operator(F16 5  - £250) 

a. Field   qualiiications  test  based  on experience gained  as a 

trainee,   or  in previous  employment   (minimum 1  year) 

b. Minimum  entry  requirements 

c. Minimum one-week  intensive  familiarisation  training on 

specified   equipment 

d. To operate  a  tractor and   at  least   two  basic  implements  under 

varying  field  conditions  with  maximum efficiency and  a 

minimum of  supervision 

e. Driving licence. 

2. 



3.  Senior Farm Machinery Operator (£236 - £520) 

A.  Must be conversant with all the qualification» of th« 

"Barm Machinery operator" including serving c minimum 

of one year in that grade or equivalent 

b.  Must be proficient in the operation of at least 4 d iff« ant 

types of machinée 

C.  Must have experience and knowledge in the keeping of field 

records 

a.  Must be able to supervi.se other operators and carry out 

required field operations without direct field supervision. 

a.  As (2) above, but to include organisation and supervision of 

field work with all applicable equipment. 

4. Farm Machinery  Technician - (£300  - £440) 

a. Must meet  all   the  qualifications  for a Senior Farm Machinery 

Operator   including  having served  a  minimum of  2 years  in 

that  grade   or equivalent 

b. Must  have  completed  a  minimum of  60 days  mechanical  training 

and  be able  to make  routine   field   repairs  and   adjustments 

on all machinery 

e.     Must  be  able  to  supervise  the  complete  sequence  of field 

operations  for  the  specified  crops 

d. Must be able  to operate all applicable tractora and  field 

implements 

e. As  (3) above. 
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5. QhlnTjf Marnar  _   (£?00 „ £lo6o) 

a. Must have a .iniwi of 3 year«, experience  in «echaniaed 

farm management 

b. Must  be   exDenenceil   nnd   ri, i.uhi«     <• 1   ''"f**11«   ,,f  earryin*  out   admini at ration 

and   accounting   for   farm   tractor,   and   „aehmery 

C     Ability   to  supervise   a   staff  of   far,  machinery  operatore  and 

mechanics;   to   ensure   ec 
iconomic  and  efficient   utilisation of 

equipment, 

Wages   of  the   above   staff   should   also   include  an  h-arl,   motive 

bonus   in addition   to a   promotion  incentive,   e.,-.   ::>,«.   .,  -    ,,ftr 

productive   tractor  hour  or  such  other  «„„„„,   „  may  b„   Bli, tl|hl<!f 

This   or  a   similar  system   perm, t   an   n^-an is,t, .„,   sunh  as   the 

Tractor  Hire   Irvine   to   red».-,   the   ninnar   of   hl,.„   ,.v„ 

Senior   Firm   Machinery  Operator,   and   Farm   M,(.hln(.ry   •>,;hn,,., .,.,,,   ftmj]ij 

assume   most   of  the   day   to   day   field   s,iPerv, 8 ion  oriI,   lhe   „,r,  KiiPhjt,.ry 

Manager would   be  responsible  primarily   for  organisation  of   lh.  .„rlc. 



• í3Sf-gs*iT-If ¿Jtjfô..-. 
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APPENDIX  n 

Outline of course of teaching and praotioal instruction for 

devised by the City and Guilds of London Institut.» fnT 

agricultural machinery operators in tropical countries:» 

The course is based on a thorough understanding of the basic 

principles of agriculture.  It aims to ano* why machines are used and 

how they should be used to obtain optimum benefit.  The basic principles 

of machinery operation form the main part of t tl- course with a 

considerable reliance on practical instruction in the use „f the 

principal types of equipment.  ¡Tactical instruction forms one third 

of the total teaching time of the course. 

The syllaous is divided into four parts - elementary principles 

of crop husbandry and land use, agricultural machinery, related 

Studies and practical work, but H is recommended that all four should 

be taught concurrently throughout the period of u .-ourse.  The aim 

being that student's expanding knowledge of the four main aspects 

should compliment one another throughout the course. 

The sections are divided in the following manner: 

li Elementary principles of crop husbandry and land use: 

This section is divided into soils, cultivation and manures} 

land use and plant growth ana reproduction. 

The agriculturally importan, points of noil type, the top and 

sub-soil relationship and the relationship of soil type and state 

to plant growth are emphasised. 

The cultivation section emphasises the importance of soil 

struoture and tilth, weed control and the reasons for cultivating 

the soil. 

Main subjects dealt with under soil fertility are organic and 

inorganic manures, green manuring, reasons for rotations and methods 

of fertiliser application. 

* copies of no fllb Agricultural Machinery Operators Certificate syllabus 

(Agricultural Engineering in Tropical Countries :,tage 1 obtainable from 

City and Guilds of London Inst.tute, ?6 Portland Plaoe, London, W.l.) 
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The Land Use part of the syllabus deals with climate, 

particularly rainfall, with main emphasis on the student's region. 

The effects of and reasons for soil erosion are covered and extended 

into methods of soil conservation with, again, particular emphasis 

on the student's own urea. 

Under the heading of Plant Life, Growth and Heproduction the 

•ain principles jf pLant growth and reproduction are explained with 

particular emphasis on the crops of the region.  Differences between 

different types of plants with particular reference to difference 

between broad leaved and grass species.  Principles learnt under 

these headings are then brought to bear on the main methods of arable 

crop production. 

2.  Agricultural Machinery: 

Introduction and materials - power transmission - power units - 

tractors and implements and machines form the main part of this 

subdivision of the syllabus. 

Man as a power unit for simple machines - hand tools used in the 

student's region - the draught animal as a power unit - animal drawn 

•achines of the region.  The tractor as a power unit replacing animals 

torque and lift - reasons why animal drawn machines are often 

unsuitable for use with tractors. 

Identification of materials used in farm machinery - character- 

istics in relation to use and storage - factors affecting their life - 

wear and corrosion. 

Power transmission - shafts - pulley drives - gears - chains and 

sprookets - ball and roller bearings - bush and shell-type bearings - 

sealing elements. 

Power units - construction and working principles of 4 and 2- 

stroke engines - ooapression and spark ignition - single and multiple 

cylinder engines. 
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Lubrication systems - friction - purpose of lubricant. - 

diff.r.nt types of lubricating systems - Sportane, of cleanliness 

and regular oil changes. 

Cooling systems - air and «tur «„„n„.  i ana water cooling - layout and function 

of tractor engine cooling system. 

Air cleaners - function - construction and servicing. 

Petrol engines - fuel - fuei ,v,t.mH     .  . . 
systems - principles of carburettion 

ooil ignition and magneto ignition systems. 

Diesel engxne, - fuel - fuel systems - pumps, filths, injection 

pumps and injectors. 

Starting systems - layout of starter circuit - battery and its 

care - charging systems. 

Tractors - layout of four wheeled and track laying tractors. 

Transmissions - ground drive equipment and brakes - lubrication - 

hitches - controls and instruments. 

IS2l^j^anö_m£M^  - plough8, chi3elf mouldboard and diflc plua 

special reference to local animal drawn types. 

Cultivating machinery - disc harrows - 8eed harro„ . chaln 

harrows - rollers and Uned cultivator. - ridgers and subsoilers. 

Planting equipment - principles of the seed drill - the various 

aeed metering devices .- types of tuber planter. 

Fertiliser distributors - purpose - plate and flicker, spinner 

and other broadcasting types - maintenance. 

Sprayers - fan and cone nozzles - pressure reservoir and 

continuous pur.ping knapsack machines - lo. volume sprayers - manual 

and powered dusting machines. 

Pumps - main principles of reciprocating and centrifugal pumps 

Light earth-moving equipment - blade terracers - graders - disc 

Plough as an earth mover - tractor mounted earth box. 

Farm transport - wheel barrows and hand trolleys - different 

types of tractor trailer - trailer weight transfer. 
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B«fíional  OPtiona  - grasa  and   light brush-cutting machinery - 

forage  handling machinery  -  combine  harvesters  -  root   harvesting 

machinery  -   s¡ecial   harvesting   and   proceeding equipment. 

5.     Boated   :•tudies   -  Calculations   -   practical   calculations using 

fraction«,   decimals,   formulae,   averages,   ratios  and   percentages  - 

measuring  and   ¡censurât ion. 

Heat  -  temperature and   quantity  of heat  - measurement  - effects 

of  heat. 

Mechanics  - the  lever  -  moments  -  mechanical  advantage  -  pulley 

and  gear ratios.     Centre of  gravity  -  stability -  safe   loading. 

Hydraulics  simplified.    Friction. 

Electricity - effects of an electric current, heating, chemical, 

magnetic, circuits, conductors, insulators, resistance colour coding. 

Earthing and   safety.     Batteries  and   fuses. 

4.     Practical  „ork  -  this   is  divided   into practical  demonstrations and 

exercises explaining all  the   foregoing  subjects. 
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Syllabus  drawn up  by  the   City  ani  'Juilds   of   London  Institute   f 

training  of  agricultural   uechanicn   in   tropical   countries 

or 

's.» 

This   svllab us   is   'ieri,.-ned   for   traini!; "i. TI ¡     1 ei ver"-   » i t ::" r 

takinr  a   related   cour«*   or   underpin,*  an  a : • r*r.t , ^«,hl[   ,r «   llso   fop 

more   mature   students   wt.o   ,av   'Urea!,   r.ave   -ec^-no.,!   «,er¡er;.,.      A 

total  of   ?f'C   hour.«    u   11---1 r-.--1 ^ •»'•   -w <   t»-.>,-i.„ 

a   third    7ill   r>e   ;raotic;í   *.r;:?ho:.   arri   :¡-l,s   *,rK. 

The   course   ia   IíVM,,I    ¡-,t.   f-,ur   sections.-      e;--,.nt,ry   'uncirles 

Of  crop   husbandry   -Ì1: i    ,an,   „e,   c-.,nn t n.cl i„r(   nr.d   nai n tenace    ,f 

agricultural   machinery,   »orísbi; ;:   ir.cesses   and   materials  and   related 

studies. 

1. Elementary  principles  of  crop  husbandry  and   lani  unn:     this 

section   is  divided   into    n.iir.,   cultivation and   manures;   land  use, 

plant  growth  and   reproduction. 

2. Construction ani raintenanoe of machinery: this ir, sub-divided 

into five Sub-sectionL - ¡ ower tnnn;;,!^, ,n, -u^r- unit., tractor», 

implements   and   machines  and   re-'ionn I   o;tion;i. 

Power  tranamis_3ion  -   shafts   ani   drivi,,,,  devic-a   -   pulley drive«  - 

pears  -  chains  ar.d   sprockets   -   bill   and   roller   »earing  -  bush and 

shell   type   bearing   -   ;.»«ilin.-   elements. 

lower  units   -   internal   comburi ion  ermines  -  ermine   construction and 

materials   -  emme  operation   -   3Park   i-mtion   emnne*   - compression 

ignition   engines   -  coclin-   syote-,3   -   electrical   ejuir-ent   -   luuricutior. 

air  supply   -   routine   en.-ine   ¡maintenance   and   overhaul. 

•Syllabus   dl?  Agricultural   Mechanics   Jertificate   -   obtainable   fro» 

City and   Guilds   of   condón   Institut   ,   Ih  i'ortland   ¡lace,   London,   ...1. 



Tractor«  - general layout   of main types - clutches - gearboxes  - 

differential  and  final  drive   -  ground  drive  equipment  - brakes  - 

steering  -  hydraulic   system  -   power  take  off and   belt  pulley  -  hitches. 

T«? laments  and  .achine,   -   ploughs   -  cultivating  machinery  -   planting 

equipment   -  fertiliser distributora  -  harvesting and   processing 

machinery and  equipment  -   sprayers  -  pumps. 

Regional  options - grass  cutting  machinery -  forage  harvesting and 

handling machinery  -  root   harvesting machinery - dairy machinery. 

5.     Workshop  processes  and   materials:     this  section   is   sub-divided   into 

materials,   processes,  metal   working and  welding and   repair  work  and 

machining  processes. 

Materials  - general  properties   -  uses  - review  of metals  in  relation 

to  repair  processes  - plastics  - corrosion  -  special  steels  and   other 

alloys. 

Processes  - fitting - measurement  -  identification of  materials  -  hand 

tools   -  marking out work  -  soldering  -  sheet  metal work - machining. 

Metal   working and   welding   -  bending,   twisting,   upsetting  and   drawing 

down   -  oxy acetylene and   arc  welding  - bronze  welding - building uP 

worn  parts. 

Repair  work - further  manipulation of  sheet  metal  and   thin  plate   for 

repair  -  integrated  exercises   involving all   processes  on repair  jots 

-  manufacture of  simple  assemblies  - electrical  wiring. 

Machining  processes  -  principles  of  metal  cutting - lathe  operation - 

jigs  and   templates  -  portable  power  hand  tools. 

4.     Related  studies:     this   section provides  the  theoretical  background 

which   should  aid   the  understanding  and  application of  the   practical 

sections  of the  course.      Tt   is  divided   into  calculations,   heat, 

mechanics,  electricity  and   aket.-i.in,- and  drawing. 
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